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ABSTRACT:

Development studies rarely considers in depth the career choices and inner lives

of civil servants, academicians and activists in the Third World. This paper draws on

life stories of twelve former students of the Institute of Social Studies in The Hague,

from diverse countries, in the context of wider literature on Third World intellectuals

and on identity in the late modern era of globalization. The paper argues against di-

chotomizing `humanist intellectuals’ and `technocrats’, and for a more composite rep-

resentation of professional identities. It questions associations of economics with tech-

nocracy and highlights the multi-vocal nature of economics. Recommendations for

pedagogy at schools of development studies are put forward.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Certain groups of people who live and work in the `Third World’ are the subject

of this paper:

 civil servants and those employed in parastatals, whose daily work consists in

addressing developmental realities through established systems of governance that

often can be rather fragile.

 academicians who specialize in various knowledge systems that they seek to apply to

particular developmental problems in their countries.

 activists linked to non-governmental organizations, who confront long-established

social realities at the same time that they resist relatively new structures of

governance that they feel impede rather than facilitate transformation of these social

realities.

Galjart and Silva, who are among the relatively few who have written on this

subject, define the group that we are interested in as:
social scientists or intellectuals who occupy themselves with the development
problems of their society... They can be high-level bureaucrats, technocrats,
professional scientists, advisers or NGO staff... Not surprisingly, in the course of
development new roles are created for academically trained people, and they
also increasingly tend to occupy existing roles. New are roles in universities, in
the media, in NGOs and as consultants for political authorities (1995b: 269-70,
emphasis given).

Why is there comparatively little interest in this category of Third World in-

habitants?.`... intellectuals and technocrats... are rarely integrated into the analysis of

political elites in developing countries' (Silva 1995: 21). Most analyses of Third World

situations, especially in the context of development issues, concentrate on `categories at

the bottom of the social hierarchy' rather than `the "educated" people, and the "intel-

lectuals"' (Bayart 1993: 182). Such analyses tend to highlight `the politics of the belly' -

- to use the title of Bayart's book -- rather than the politics of the intellect or the imagi-

nation, a choice based on exigent material need in many parts of the `Third World.'

Intellectuals who are from the Third World also generally concentrate on the

poor and the powerless when they join debate on development issues. They do not dis-

cuss themselves because they see their position as on the sidelines, studying actors who

play more pivotal roles in struggles for change (or studying the absence of such actors).

`... to see themselves as belonging to a strategic group requires them to take too much

distance' (Galjart and Silva 1995a: 10).

The inverted commas between which Bayart puts the words `educated' and `in
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tellectual' are symptomatic of widespread ambivalence and even negativism towards

those who exemplify capital (including cultural capital) in societies where poverty is

endemic. Third World intellectuals are themselves uncertain about their role, as illus-

trated by Danielle, a woman in our sample who was particularly concerned about in-

come disparities in her home country: `Those of us who come to study at the Institute

are not poor people, but middle class people, from the university-trained elite. Can such

people change a country, however sensitive they are and concerned about the poor?'

This is a gentler stance than that of Bayart, who describes the educated elite in some

areas of the Third World as having `happily jumped on to the bandwagon of accumula-

tive power' (1993: 192) instead of identifying themselves with the struggles of the poor.

The studies that are available of Third World intellectuals tend to be country-

specific, as in Galjart and Silva’s edited volume. The present paper brings together the

stories of twelve individuals from as many countries distributed over several continents

of the world. What gives these twelve narratives a formal unity is that they were elic-

ited in a common setting, from those studying in the same year at a school of develop-

ment studies in Europe.

Civil servants and activists – as well as academicians -- pass through institu-

tions such as the Institute of Social Studies in The Hague. Why do they seek contact

with formal knowledge systems, however briefly? Partly because `In many aspects of

life development consists precisely of the application of scientific knowledge to activi-

ties' (Galjart and Silva 1995a: 1). However, these people from the Third World often

contest the `scientific knowledge' of First World-based development studies, in their

minds, in classroom discussions and in private conversations, if not often in published

writings (George 1997a). The major motivation to attend study programmes on devel-

opment issues is to enhance their command over the `means of persuasion, whether

they produce ideas, visions of this world or... policy recommendations' (Galjart and

Silva ibid.). When they return to work, they seek to use their newly enhanced persua-

sive power to influence political power, whether from within a government ministry, a

university department or a non-governmental organization. Some of those in our sam-

ple -- as we shall later see -- hoped to use political power as well as persuasive power,

by seeking elected office at some further point in their lives.

The value of our small sample was that it brought together `developmental

professionals’ who were normally widely dispersed across the planet. The sample thus
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allowed study -- however modestly -- of a population that is not otherwise easy to study

because it is so scattered (George op. cit.: 65-66). It builds on earlier research with a

sample that was almost ten times larger (ibid.). What the present sample lacked in scale

was somewhat compensated for by its depth and focus. This study goes one step be-

yond the extrapolation from anecdotes and intuition that usually provides the basis for

discussions of the category `Third World intellectuals.'

In addition to the somewhat sparse literature on Third World intellectuals, the

present analysis links to the (again rather limited) discussions of identities in the con-

text of `development'. A relatively recent `ethnography of aid', for example, questions

conventional boundary lines between `developers' and those who are to be `developed'

(Crewe and Harrison 1998). The present discussion does not consider multiple actors in

concrete work situations, as Crewe and Harrison do. Instead we examine the con-

sciousnesses of twelve individuals from as many parts of the globe who had briefly re-

treated from real life situations for purposes of reflection and study. These individuals

were from the `Third World’, and hoped to act as catalysts of development there.

Most broadly, we draw on Anthony Giddens' writings on self-identity in the late

modern age. Giddens himself does not see his work as very pertinent to `people living...

outside the most strongly "developed" portions of the world' (1991: 22), but his ideas

prove useful here (e.g. George 2000: 47-52). We consider the wider applicability of his

reflections on self and society at the end of the twentieth century, beyond what he calls

`the  core geographical areas of modernity’ (op.cit.: 30).

The setting of the study. The Institute of Social Studies in The Hague de-

scribes itself as `the longest established school of development studies in Europe.' It

was founded in 1952, in the aftermath of European decolonization, to contribute to the

restructuring of relationships with ex-colonies. The Institute offered a problem-

focussed and policy-oriented education in social science at the post-graduate level to

those whose professions involved grappling with development issues and problems in

the Third World. The working language was English. Students at the Institute are gen-

erally called `participants', to emphasize the fact that their prior work and life experi-

ences play a significant role in classroom discussions and sometimes in written work.

At the time of the Institute's fortieth anniversary in 1992, I was asked to carry

out a study of former students. I interviewed 112 men and women from eighteen coun-

tries, and reported on the relationship between their professional experience in the real
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world and their period of study at the Institute (George 1997a). In the late 1990s, I was

asked by the then Dean of the Institute to interview the current class representatives, in

order to illuminate the `constituencies' from which students came and what these con-

stituencies expected of the Institute.1 The Institute then offered several master's and di-

ploma programmes. The master's programmes ran for fifteen months, and the diploma

programmes for six months. The first two-thirds of this period was taken up by course

work, followed by a research paper that represented individual inquiry. At that time

there were about twenty students on average attending each programme, and the large

majority were professionals in mid-career. Every class elected a representative from

among themselves, whose role was to liaise with the faculty, the administration and the

student union's office bearers. I spoke with each class representative, in considerable

depth and at two points in the academic year, first early on and then at the moment of

`exit' from the Institute. The interviews traced the life stories and related perceptions of

twelve protagonists.

Material from these interviews threw light on how people from all over the

world -- and from both sexes, at least three major professional categories, and various

ideological positions -- perceived their professional lives and their relationship to oth-

ers. Connections could then be made between the twelve individuals interviewed and

some themes within the relatively scant literature on Third World intellectuals.

The sample. The strategy of interviewing class representatives provided one

student per class without bias being introduced through a choice by the administration

or faculty. Later it became clear that this sample evinced a positive bias. The report de-

scribed the individuals interviewed as possibly `more capable, focussed and successful

than the average Institute participant' and suggested that the study provided `a "best

case scenario" of what the Institute presently achieves at the upper end of the scale of

success' (George 1998: 2). Therefore this paper's reports about the Institute -- as seen

through the eyes of these twelve individuals -- also manifests a positive bias and should

not be confused with evaluation of the Institute’s programmes. The sample is used `to

sensitize rather than [to] generalize' (Wiener and Rosenwald 1993: 33): to aid in refin-

ing existing understandings of intellectuals in the Third World and to generate insights

for further examination.

                                                
1 The exact year that the data for this study was collected is not revealed here, in order to help protect the
identities of those who were interviewed.
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I now list the full sample. Names have been changed to protect privacy. Women

are identified as such: their life stories as narrated during interviews were far more self-

conscious about the role of gender than were the men’s life stories. The descriptive ti-

tles used capture only part of individual self-identities. Our sample includes:

a civil servant from the Horn of Africa (Terefe);

an East African diplomat (John); 

a southern African human resources manager (Mitchell);

a West African woman lawyer (Mary);

a South-East Asian activist (Vern, a nickname he prefers to his name);

a South-East Asian academician (Sip, also a nickname he likes used);

a South-East Asian radical feminist (Chen Li);

an East Asian woman teacher of the humanities (Yumiko);

a Latin American woman environmentalist (Ingrid);

a Latin American woman economist (Danielle);

a Caribbean computer professional in the civil service (Antony);

and an intellectual from an immigrant family in North America (Omar).

They were all born between 1960 and 1970, many in the second half of the

1960s.

I have not specified individuals' countries of origin, only the sub-continents, for

two reasons. The first is to help protect identities. The second is that in the Institute, the

setting of the study, continental or sub-continental labels are often used to categorize

people, a phenomenon that relates both to perceptions of the other and to new broad-

ened self-perceptions -- in an environment where notions about the `Third World’ gain

some substance, both through the subjects of debate and those who debate them, a huge

range of people from all over the planet and especially the poorer parts of the planet.

This group of twelve individuals:

 was almost equally divided between men and women (seven and five);

 was similarly rather evenly distributed between the three major regions of the Third

World, with four people each from Africa, Asia, and the Americas and the Caribbean.

 was also divided among some major categories of `development professionals,'

although not very evenly, with four government employees, five academicians, two

employees of non-governmental organizations and one activist lawyer. The regional

distribution was uneven; three of the four civil servants were from Africa, three out of
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five academicians were from the Americas and the Caribbean, and both employees of

non-governmental organizations were from Asia. This however does reflect some

patterns at the Institute of Social Studies.

The sample then widely (if not perfectly) covered region, gender and develop-

mental work.

Structure of the paper. The next section summarizes three of the twelve life

stories. These narratives have been selected to cover three regions, both sexes and three

different professional categories. They provide what the rest of the paper does not, ac-

counts of individual lives that are both longitudinal and multi-faceted. These stories

thus provide a context for the more thematic discussions that follow.

The three life stories are those of a civil servant, an academician and an activist.

Section 3 goes on to classify our other protagonists in these terms and to discuss their

professional identities. In nearly all cases the formal classification was insufficient to

cover an individual’s work interests and aspirations. Our protagonists had composite

professional identities that included aspects linked to other kinds of developmental

work.

This theme of the self as encompassing aspects of the other continues in sec-

tions 4, 5, and 6, where we question a distinction between `humanist intellectuals' and

`technocrats' that is highlighted in the literature. Once again composite identities are

apparent, and some of the reasons and implications are discussed. Readers in a hurry

can go from section 4 to the conclusions in section 7. Those who wish to explore a

range of Third World realities and consciousnesses are invited to go through the narra-

tives in sections 5 and 6. The concluding section pulls together the threads of discus-

sion, using Giddens' writings on modernity and self-identity in order to better under-

stand humanist intellectuals and technocrats from the Third World.

The style adopted by the paper reflects the methodology used. Arguments are

generally presented through the words and narratives of our twelve protagonists -- a

manner of presentation that does justice to reality and complexity (George 1997a: 64-

69).
The truths inherent in personal narrative issue from real positions in the world --
the passions, desires, ideas, and conceptual systems that underlie the life as
lived. People's personal narratives are efforts to grapple with the confusion and
complexity of the human condition. Our intellectual task... is to write a
superordinate narrative that encompasses them (Josselson 1995: 32).

The narrative mode of presentation is particularly necessary because we draw
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on Giddens' analysis of self-identity in the late modern age. This involves `the self as

reflexively understood by the person in terms of her or his biography' (Giddens 1991:

53, emphasis given), and is therefore best presented in the words and perceptions of our

protagonists themselves.

The narratives of these twelve men and women help us to understand something

of the identity frameworks of Third World intellectuals. `Through thematic dialogues

and the exchange of stories with co-participants, learners strive to become the “trans-

forming agents” of their own social reality. With the assistance of such discourse, they

become subjects rather than the objects of their own history. Or, in other words, history

is turned into biography' (Fischer op. cit.: 60, emphasis given). Sections 5 and 6 present

twelve abbreviated narratives.

The narratives are often given in protagonists' own words -- with the following

qualifications: minor editing has been carried out for correct usage, a few changes have

been made to conceal details that might reveal a protagonist's identity, text has been

slightly condensed, an occasional phrase has been added to clarify context, and ex-

cerpts from a single narrative that pertain to the same subject have been spliced to-

gether. Square brackets to mark additions and dots to signify missing content have been

omitted, because they interrupted the flow of text and argument to an irritating extent in

a paper that makes extensive use of narratives. 

In broad terms, this paper attempts to bring to life a small but global sample of

Third World intellectuals who are interested in isssues of development. It does this with

reference to debates in the literature as well as in terms of the everyday realities of their

lives. The small sample size is an asset here, in that it allows us to probe in some depth

the lives of a limited number but wide range of individuals.

2. SELF-IDENTITY IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD: THREE NARRATIVES

The twelve individuals on whom we focus -- as well as their contemporaries

who remain in the background of our discussion -- grew to maturity during the second

half of the twentieth century, in various parts of a world that was increasingly drawn

tightly together by intricate threads of history, politics, economy and technology. As

Giddens puts it:
One of the distinctive features of modernity, in fact, is an increasing interaction
between the two `extremes' of... globalizing influences on the one hand and
personal dispositions on the other... ...in forging their self-identities, no matter
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how local their specific contexts of action, individuals contribute to and directly
promote social influences that are global in their consequences and implications
(1991: 1-2).

Thus our twelve protagonists attained adulthood in a world where `the con-

necting of the global and the local has been tied to a profound set of transmutations in

the nature of day-to-day life' (op. cit.: 22). These protagonists were `also able... to grasp

the new opportunities which open up as pre-established modes of behaviour become

foreclosed, and to change themselves' (op. cit.: 12).

Central to our discussion is the self-awareness and self-actualization that ac-

companied this coming of age in the twentieth century: `The reflexivity of modernity

extends into the core of the self. Put another way... the self becomes a reflexive proj-

ect... ...the altered self has to be explored and constructed as part of a reflexive process

of connecting personal and social change' (op. cit.: 33, emphasis given).

The narratives retold in this paper, based on long interviews with their protago-

nists, embody what Giddens calls `self-identity'. This is autobiography `in the broad

sense of an interpretative self-history produced by the individual concerned, whether

written down or not' (op. cit.: 76) -- in the present case produced by individuals in the

course of interviews and written down by me.

The stories that follow are critically about personal choices, but personal

choices made in particular local settings as well as amidst the global configurations of

the twentieth century. The three life narratives give a sense of the individuals and is-

sues examined in this paper. These stories are from three regions of the Third World

and also exemplify three main professional categories among those who work on de-

velopmental problems: civil servants, academicians and activists. Each of the three

protagonists was trained in a different `branch' of knowledge -- the civil servant in the

`hard' social science of economics, the academician in the `natural science' of envi-

romental biology, and the activist in the profession of computer science. Two protago-

nists were men and one a woman. Their ages ranged from the early to late thirties.

I give the three stories the titles of `an African civil servant', `a Latin American

woman environmentalist' and `an Asian activist' -- although these titles are obviously

inadequate. I use `an' or `a' in our descriptive titles and not `the': self-evidently, African

civil servants, Latin American environmentalists and Asian activists vary greatly

among themselves. The three narratives are drawn (as already explained) from a sample

of twelve. The other narratives will be presented later in the paper but more narrowly,
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in terms of specific themes.

An African civil servant. Terefe was born in 1961 into a feudal landholding

family in the Horn of Africa. Formal education became increasingly important in his

generation. His favourite subjects at school were physics and mathematics, and he

planned to train as an engineer. When he was in high school, the political situation in

the country became extremely unstable. At the age of eighteen, along with many of his

peers, he read Mao's Red Book: `I joined the revolution without a clear idea of what I

was doing. I was sent to jail and it disrupted my education, but I became interested in

social science. I hadn't studied history in high school, but later on I got an `A' in a his-

tory exam.'

Soon after, a socialist regime took power and Terefe was sent to the University

of Havana in Cuba to study social science, even though engineering was still his first

preference. After a while his frustration subsided somewhat and he found that he en-

joyed studying economics, `particularly political economy, economics influenced by

Marx, I liked the philosophical and historical emphasis, we had good teachers. I did

nine courses in economics and learned about the socialist way of national planning,

something that was applicable at home.' He returned to his country after graduation: `I

knew that I'd changed. I looked different, and I had become liberal, compared to the

conservatism at home. I'd been influenced by Cuba even in things like dancing -- my

friends who had been to university at home didn't dance. It's not just a question of edu-

cation, it's the community in which you are educated.' He re-encountered and married a

former girlfriend (who had been declared dead during the political upheavals) and they

had two children.

Terefe was first assigned to the Ministry of Trade, but he applied for a change

and moved to the Ministry for Economic Development and Co-operation. He was sent

from the capital city to work in a port. His boss had an American doctorate and was a

demanding superior: `I think he played a critical role in my development.' In a few

years, both the boss and Terefe had done well, had risen in the Ministry and were

transferred to the capital city where they worked at a broader level, no longer with re-

gional projects but now with sectoral development and macro-development. When the

economy was liberalized and criteria for project evaluation changed, Terefe was one of

the three people selected from the Ministry to attend short computer courses organized

by UNIDO.
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His academic interests were still keen: `Six years in Havana wasn't enough time

to read all that I wanted to.' He looked around for a place where he could study further.

No qualifications higher than his present degree were offered at the national university.

He was accepted by universities in Cairo and in Sussex, but without financial support.

Admission to the Institute of Social Studies was linked to a fellowship. He joined the

six month diploma programme on `development planning techniques', a programme

that many of his seniors in the Ministry had attended and had recommended strongly.

At the end of his studies at the Institute, Terefe returned to his job in the Minis-

try but he remarked: `In an NGO I think I would get more job satisfaction -- I would

work in a limited area, I would be able to show the impact of my interventions, I could

speak for myself.'

A Latin American woman environmentalist. Ingrid was born in 1970 in one

of the poorer Andean countries but into a wealthy family. Most of her paternal uncles

lived in the USA, but her father had stayed in his country (partly in repugnance at the

Vietnam war) although he had married a Scandinavian woman whom he had met in

New York. Ingrid said. `I feel a mixture. When I'm abroad, I feel how engrained Latin

America is in me, I'm very Latin -- but I'm also very western, not just Scandinavian.'

She attended the American international school in her country: `I can't say the school

gave me much of a Third World perspective. We were encouraged to be critical in our

studies and I found that liberating, but the studies weren't very appropriate to the reality

around.'

In her late teens, Ingrid had to specialize in her studies: she enjoyed biology and

chemistry and was already interested in forestry. `From the time I was very young, I've

always liked plants, I had this feeling of `me and Nature', I wanted to save trees.' Rather

than study forestry in her own country at a rural university of doubtful reputation, she

was sent by her parents to a college in midwestern USA. `I studied environmental biol-

ogy -- now I think that environmental science or environmental studies would have

been better, broader. I found laboratory work dull. I also studied sociology, it became a

passion, I remember feeling overwhelmed during the first class. I became involved in

feminism, we had classes in the sociology of gender, I worked at a women's centre. It

was all rather westernized, there were few people around with whom to discuss South-

ern perspectives. During my annual visits home, I worked with local environmental

projects and I realized the connections with policy -- something that was lacking in my
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study of environmental biology.'

Ingrid graduated and returned home: `I was ready to go home and work. I

wanted to change the world, I was passionate rather than angry. I had a mission, to go

back and be useful. I'd prepared myself for a shock but it was still a great shock. I

found it hard to relate to my old friends, for them education had only meant a way to

get a job. There were limits on feminism and radicalism. College had been a bubble, I'd

felt that I could do anything later, go home and get the job I wanted with the kind of

people I wanted to work with.' Ingrid found employment as a consultant, mainly on en-

vironmental impact assessments, `not anything political or transformatory.'

She then took up a well-paid position as environmental co-ordinator with a pe-

troleum company, and was the only woman in a workforce of around a thousand men:

`In such an extreme situation, I realized the limits to my feminism, I couldn't cope, I

wished that there was at least another woman working there to join forces with. I found

that though I loved nature and the rainforest, I felt isolated living the year around in the

forest, I needed to be in contact with people and with society. And I realized what the

petroleum company was doing, I felt that I had a mission to work against it, so I quit. I

made contact with people in environmental movements, I made trouble for the petro-

leum company, I also made a name for myself. I realized that my place was not in the

field but where policy was made.'

She was later able to find a job with an ecological non-governmental organiza-

tion: `I worked with biologists who were very concerned about environmental prob-

lems. All the same, I felt the need to address social and political issues. This reaffirmed

my ideas about combining biology and social science.' She attended short courses in

other Latin American countries in order to add `social perspectives' to her `technical

expertise' (and she formed a durable attachment to a man she met at one of these

courses).

`I didn't feel very prepared for the work that I wanted to do in life, in spite of all

my previous study -- environmental biology hadn't given me enough political and so-

cial science, and the other courses I'd done had been short, not in depth. I wanted inter-

disciplinary study. I also wanted a Southern perspective, to break away from the US-

dominated mainstream. I wanted to combine environmental and developmental issues. I

also wanted to get out of the region for a while and Europe felt important, it had cul-

ture, history and academic resources. I love Latin America but you are secluded there,
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especially in small countries like mine, especially in academic work.' She applied to the

Institute of Social Studies and was admitted with a scholarship. She joined the master's

programme in the `politics of alternative development strategies.'

An Asian activist. Vern was born in 1968 in a south-east Asian country and

spent nearly all of his life in the province where he grew up. He studied in a primary

school in the small town where his parents lived, and English and Art were his favour-

ite subjects: `I was good at Art, at portraits and scenery. I wanted to become a writer.

When I was ten, I wrote a book, it was written in English and illustrated -- `The Man

Who Ran Away From Home To Look For His Fortune', I think it was influenced by

stories about an uncle.'

Vern attended high school in the provincial capital where his grandparents

lived: `It was exciting to move to the city. I continued to live with my grandparents

when I moved on to study at university, I was seventeen then.' There were two impor-

tant but very different consequences of his move to the city. The first was in his subject

of specialization: `In the third year of high school, in the summer vacation, I atttended a

basic course on computer programming, I did well, I graduated as the valedictorian, I

thought "This is the future!"' At university, encouraged by his parents, he enrolled in a

computer engineering programme, building on a long-standing interest in science that

had thus far been subordinated to his love for the creative arts.

Secondly: `When I moved to the city it was at the height of the insurgency

problem, my friends were political, they were in a rebel party, I attended `teach-ins' on

Maoist and Marxist ideology, so from my schooldays I was politically involved.' In his

later years at university, he worked on the student magazine, but as a political rather

than a creative writer: `The magazine published critiques of subjects and methodology,

and discussed the reigning social issues in the post-dictatorship period. I became editor-

in-chief.

`Because of my political activity, I graduated only with average grades. I had no

idea about my future after graduation. Should I do computer-related work? Or should I

go in for journalism or creative writing?' He worked for two years with the biggest lo-

cal newspaper, but then moved to a non-governmental organization that was actually a

network of 64 smaller organizations: `One attraction was the chance to travel around

the province and even around the country to attend national conferences -- I travelled a

lot and enjoyed it. The organization did pioneering work in developmental advocacy,
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research and communication, mainly in the field of politics and governance. I'd missed

formal training in these fields, so I appreciated the informal training on the job, getting

some working knowledge.'

Vern took a major decision: `I decided that upto the age of thirty I would work

for the public interest, and later I would look after myself. So I didn't pursue opportu-

nities in the US, though my chances would have been good -- I had family there and I

had a qualification in computer engineering. My former classmates are doing extremely

well, but I had priorities.' He married a local schoolteacher.

As he neared the age of thirty, Vern had second thoughts about now `looking

after himself': `Now I'm close to thirty, I'm not sure what I'll do. I may continue with

the work I'm doing or take advantage of other opportunities -- I may work in local gov-

ernment or run for election or go in for developmental consultancy work. I could move

back to computer studies. I enjoy my present work. It's partly still the travel that's at-

tractive, but the core reason is the opportunity this kind of work gives me to grow in-

wardly, the continual learning processes, the opportunity to share with the underprivi-

leged. In my work at the regional level, I'm dissatisfied with the strategies formulated at

the national level of the organization. I was invited to join the national secretariat but I

refused. The career opportunities would be better there but I think that I can contribute

more at the provincial level.'

Vern then decided to continue working for `the public interest' until he was

forty, after which he would return to the creative arts. He considered how he should

prepare himself for the coming ten years of public contribution:  `I felt that I needed a

more adequate framework on land use planning. The local government code in our

country now allows NGOs to participate in local planning, implementation, evaluation

and monitoring. That’s an attempt to institutionalize the relationship between NGOs,

the state and the people. We are planning a strategic arm for the NGOs to influence lo-

cal development policy. If I studied something more specialized, I could support local

groups. There are more than two thousand municipalities, they should be brought into

the mainstream.'

Vern was admitted to the diploma programe in `rural policy and project plan-

ning' at the Institute of Social Studies, with a scholarship: `I wanted to organize the bits

of information that had gone into my head through various training courses, I felt I

needed some sort of comprehensive framework. I gave priority to coming to the Insti
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tute because I thought that I would have a chance to find out about NGO dynamics out-

side my country, through my classmates and co-participants from other parts of the

world. And I would have opportunities to establish contacts with NGOs and funding

agencies here in the Netherlands. I hoped that the Institute would organize symposia

and conferences on developmental issues for NGOs.'

3. CIVIL SERVANTS, ACADEMICIANS AND ACTIVISTS

The three brief life histories just presented illustrate how limited labels such as

`academician', `civil servant' and `activist' are. Terefe, a civil servant, was attracted to

work in non-governmental organizations and had keen academic interests. Ingrid was

an experienced activist but now saw herself as an academician trying to combine the

social and environmental sciences. She said: `My master's programme here has this

combination of academicians and activists -- I don't fully fit into either category.' Vern

had chosen activism but came to the Institute in search of a `comprehensive framework'

of knowledge in which to locate his ideas and impressions. Vern was therefore some-

thing of an intellectual activist whereas Ingrid was more an activist intellectual. Nine of

our other ten protagonists were also better described by hybrid labels.

Academia and activism. Three others combined activism and academia. Sip

saw his work as a university teacher as a form of activism: `After I finished the master's

degree, I stayed on at university, I joined the faculty. I now saw that social problems

are structural problems, cultural problems, they are problems of perspective. You can

change society by working with people, and I thought I would work with the new gen-

eration. I wasn't disappointed in my job, I was happy. Changing perspectives is a long

term process, but I did see some things changing for the better. As advisor to the stu-

dents' union, I helped change things.' He also thought about more direct forms of activ-

ism to pursue alongside academic work.

Chen Li represented the converse. She viewed her life in activist organizations

as providing material for reflection and understanding: `Before my final year at univer-

sity, I got to know some local NGOs well. It was exciting, meeting new people and

learning new things, putting some of the theory I'd learned into practice. I was invited

by one NGO to work with them.'  She came to the Institute because `it would be a

change from rushing around doing things. I was so busy with day-to-day work that I

had no time for developing the critical process -- I felt I had to get away from that
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situation for a while, to do some reading and thinking. My intention was and is to go

back to the organization I work for, and to build up their research and documentation

and publication.' She thus visualized herself as playing an academic role within an ac-

tivist organization (conversely to Sip, who saw himself as an activist within an aca-

demic institution). `So far I've not been a public mobilizer, I was always a planner and

a thinker rather than an executor,' Chen Li said. And at another time she reflected: `I

haven't done enough work to call myself a feminist historian, I'm just a feminist who

likes history.' She was thus an intellectual activist like Vern, whereas Ingrid, Sip and

Omar are better described as activist intellectuals.

Omar had earlier been strongly involved in activism. `In my third year at uni-

versity, I got politicized, involved in student movements. I sometimes got into trouble,

as when I protested against the Gulf War. I was also politically involved in a strike at

the university by the support staff. It was a predominantly female union, of people who

kept the place running but who were paid miserably. The strike was ultimately busted,

by students who were focussed on themselves.' Later he had worked briefly for the

government, `as a social worker, on the bottom rung. Social work was a way to get a

sense of what "doing" is about. I found it very depressing, to see how social control

was exerted.' He now wanted a future in academia but with continuing activist in-

volvements: `I would like to do a Ph.D. on globalism and find a teaching position

somewhere, but I would also like to be involved in praxis other than teaching that has

an influence on the world.'

Omar's brief period working for government had left in him no desire to repeat

it. In contrast, another three of our protagonists -- Danielle, Antony and Yumiko -- had

strong academic interests yet saw their futures as associated with government, even if

at some distance, through advisory work or research on policy. None was drawn to-

wards activism, although all saw themselves as working towards socio-economic

change through frameworks of analysis and praxis.

Academia, policy and projects. Danielle said: `I'd always wanted to work in

an office, I thought as an accountant. But my final years at school were when the dic-

tatorship was coming to an end. I developed political awareness and wanted to become

something that would be useful to the country. I thought of becoming an economist. I'd

studied a little economics at school. I realized that in all developing countries the eco-

nomic issues are important and basic.' After graduating in economics, she joined a pol
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icy research institute and enjoyed her work there. At the same time she found that she

was not fully equipped for this work: `I found holes in my training, things that were

lacking. The holes were related to the topics that I worked on, I was not adequately

prepared for what I was doing. I was working on social policy, but I had never been

trained in how to develop policy, how to manage projects. I lacked some empirical

things.'

She deliberately chose further education at a school of development studies

rather than at a conventional university, and selected a policy-oriented programme at

the Institute that attracted mainly civil servants. She reported of the programme: `I'm

getting what I expected, I'm learning useful approaches and techniques to evaluate

projects.' And she said of her mostly bureaucrat classmates: `They are very important in

my experience here, I am with people who are so different from myself in style of life

and ideology and world view. I learn informally from their work experience.' She noted

that her civil servant classmates were not in search of intellectual excitement, `maybe

because they are people with a lot of practical experience.' She herself had for this

phase in her professional life chosen useful skills over intellectual excitement: `I like

theoretical structures but don't want to be limited to them.' Danielle was very clear

about her plans: `I would like to be involved in public affairs in my country, but as an

academician rather than a civil servant, though I would work on public policy.'

Yumiko resembled Danielle in wanting practical skills to complement intellec-

tual interests. At home, she taught the humanities to undergraduate students but had

increasingly found herself drawn to issues in development. She had come to the Insti-

tute to be initiated into development studies: `My interest in development was theoreti-

cal, to satisfy my interest. But if I was to earn my livelihood, I needed to know some

practical things, how to manage and evaluate projects.' Yumiko talked about working

for a non-governmental organization because she thought that her chances of employ-

ment (after a late shift to development work) were better within such an organization

than in the civil service. It was clear however that -- wherever she worked -- her inter-

est was in cumulative improvements through the dedicated `administration of things',

rather than in activist scenarios of resistance and transformation.

Given this orientation towards `doing', why do we classify Yumiko among the

academicians? She herself said: `It's strange. Although I feel that I'm not very good at

scholarship and academics, I don't want to be separated from them. Maybe I'm fright
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ened of the real world -- the academic world is more protected from conflict. The main

question is what would be a good job for me? I think I would enjoy teaching what I

have learned here. I need to go through what I studied, and teaching will give me a

chance to digest it.' Yumiko was still focussed on `digesting' and reflecting, at the same

time that she felt her way towards opportunities for `doing' -- thus in our classification

we situate her within academia but as increasingly oriented towards administration

(here associated with the civil service).

Civil servants. Antony shared Danielle's and Yumiko's desire to span theory

and practice, but unlike them he already had practical skills and wished to use them

within a broader analytical framework. He had earlier trained as a computer scientist

and then joined the civil service: `I started work a month after I graduated from univer-

sity, it was easy to get a job. I had a bond to work with the government because of my

scholarship at university. I had no problem about joining the public sector. The private

sector was then less clear about the use of computers, they were so new in my part of

the world.' Antony went on: `After I had worked with computers for a while, it was no

longer so thrilling. I now feel that my role is more analytical than technical. It looks as

though the whole pattern of work has shifted towards analysis and policy. I was work-

ing on changing laws on tariffs and customs, I was interacting with various govern-

ments in the region, and I found that software is only a tool. I already have a technical

base but I need to integrate it with development studies. In policy making, there's a role

for people who understand technology and can integrate it into development. I felt that

I had to fill in a gap in my studies, I needed to do some policy analysis.'

John was the only one of our protagonists who seemed not to be a hybrid pro-

fessional, and was `just’ a civil servant. We now briefly run through his life story in

order to substantiate this. John was a career diplomat, specializing in international rela-

tions at the Institute. `When I was a student, there wasn't much career guidance in my

country. Everyone was worried about getting a job and that showed in the education

system. I chose political science because I saw it as a means to enter the Foreign Serv-

ice. One of my uncles was in the Foreign Service and I liked his way of life. After I

graduated, I joined the Foreign Service. Getting in was quite competitive, I remember

the interview. My income dropped, compared to my earnings as a weekend disc jockey

during my student days and also compared to what I had earned as a journalist while

waiting for the interview to the Foreign Service. But the work was interesting. My first
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position was in the Protocol Department which I liked the most, but there was no blue-

print for the work that I had to do. I tried to write reports -- I wrote the only report ever

presented in consular affairs -- and I tried to be more professional. This was noted by

the Permanent Secretary.

`After a while I wanted more specific qualifications. I couldn't keep drawing on

what I had learned at university, I had to keep abreast of new developments, I also

wanted some more theoretical knowledge. International relations is generic to our kind

of work, every Foreign Service officer needs to study it, we have to know about world

political economy and trade issues. Given my familiarity with international relations, I

had a general idea of what a course in it would be like. For example, the two speciali-

zations here at the Institute are similar to what I'd expected, one on diplomacy and in-

ternational law and the other on trade relations. I've chosen trade relations, I can use my

inside knowledge on sustainable development and structural adjustment in my country.'

John was very clear about what he hoped to get from study at the Institute: ef-

fective inputs into his career in the Foreign Service: `I want a course that is of practical

help in my career.' He was also pleased to be studying in a class that had recruited dip-

lomats from around the Third World. They exchanged perceptions and ideas, and com-

pared the structure and functioning of the Foreign Service in different countries. John

said: `I had less academic interests as well when I came here to study. I had questions

about aid, about development assistance. In my country we don't always understand the

logic behind it. Here I can see the context of donor fatigue, and how development aid

functions in a certain political environment, how there are problems such as unem-

ployment here.'

Another of our protagonists, Mitchell, also worked for an African government

but with a parastatal. He had similarly come to the Institute with intentions of further-

ing his career within his sphere of employment -- but had then found his mindset

changing. His life story linked this change to earlier professional shifts in his career:

`I was ambitious, but when I was a child there wasn't much on career develop-

ment. So in secondary school I decided to be a teacher. For that I needed university

education, a bachelor's degree in education -- within that I took history as a major. Af-

ter I graduated, I worked for a few months with the Anti-Corruption Commission. It

wasn't the career I wanted, I didn't enjoy interrogating people, and the Commission

wasn't effective at high levels of corruption. I next taught in a provincial school for ten
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months. I didn't like the environment. It was a mission school and the relationship be-

tween the headmaster and the teachers wasn't good. I found it difficult after the flexi-

bility I'd enjoyed as a university student, the room for innovation.

`I had done a course in administration at university and had read about human

resources management. So I took up a correspondence course for a diploma in person-

nel management and industrial relations. I was used to reading and so could read on my

own, teach myself. The materials were sent to me by a college of professional man-

agement in the UK. It was quite an expensive course but my father helped me put to-

gether the fees. I attained a distinction.

`Now I could look for a better job. I thought of the national electricity supply

corporation. It paid well, so everyone wanted to work there, it was very competitive. I

had an advantage because I was fresh from study and had done a very practical course.

It was a parastatal, and under the new government's liberalization policy it was forced

to be more competitive and commercial. There was some hiring and firing aimed at in-

creasing productivity and profits. The human resources department was expected to

contribute to this change, to take it up as a mission, to draw up business plans. I was

first appointed as human relations officer in one of the seven provincial divisions, and

then transferred to the head office as human relations development officer. My job was

to focus on policy issues in human resource training. The diploma course I had studied

really helped, both at the interview for the job and later. I thought about studying for a

master's. At the moment my parastatal was asking only for graduates, but that might

change in the coming years. The competition was increasing, including international

competition. I felt that I must increase my skills.'

Mitchell joined the `employment and labour studies' programme at the Institute,

with a scholarship. He reported early on in the year: `We have a lot of reading to do.

The question is, at the individual level how can all this material be related to the practi-

cal situation? How do we make practical applications -- isn't that the whole point of

being here?' But his initial focus on practical skills had already begun to expand: `I

came here to study human resources development because it is relevant to my job. But

here I discovered that human resources development is only part of a much broader

field of study and that there are many other sub-fields. Some are equally interesting, for

example patterns of labour. My initial area of interest is sometimes superseded by oth-

ers when I think of the global context. These are things that I hadn't studied or been ex
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posed to before.'

At the end of the academic year Mitchell reported: `For me, the course was very

useful, it gave me some macro-perspectives. I realize now that we need a new kind of

human resource development, not just to increase productivity so as to be competitive.

Now my focus is on how to change the culture of management.' He looked back on his

life and had some second thoughts:  `I was encouraged by my lecturers to remain at the

university, to go in for research and staff development but that didn't work out, though

it probably would have been the best for me.' Mitchell was thus closer to Antony in

being an intellectual civil servant, than to John who saw study mainly in terms of con-

tribution and promotion in his line of `the service'.

Our fourth civil servant, Terefe, as we have earlier seen, would have liked to

work for a non-governmental organization. The person in our sample who had the most

experience with non-governmental organizations – Chen Li -- would however have de-

scribed herself as having little in common with Terefe. He saw such organizations as

settings more conducive to the `administration of things' than the civil service he had

experience in: therefore his opinion that `In an NGO, I think I would get more job sat-

isfaction -- I would work in a limited area, I would be able to show the impact of my

interventions, I could speak for myself.' His approach was somewhat similar to that of

Yumiko, discussed earlier. For Chen Li, however, non-governmental organizations

were not about administration but about activism and the transformation of relation-

ships. We return to this below.

Law and activism. Mary, the protagonist who remains to be classified, could

(as we shall see) have been a civil servant or an academician but had chosen the law as

her profession: `At university, I wanted to read history and geography but my older

brother was already a historian and he said "Do something different. Read law." I liked

the idea -- law was interesting, challenging, it had possibilities.' Mary attended the

crowded federal university, sitting in classes of two thousand students where the lec-

turer spoke through a microphone. `In any case, classes and lectures were only a gen-

eral guide. We worked with tutors who were less qualified than the professors. I read a

lot on my own, the books weren't easily available in my country but I went to a big

neighbouring country and bought books there. I read cases for pleasure.' She went on to

a post-graduate diploma in law, but despite completing coursework and internship none

of the students received official certificates: `There was a problem between the rector
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of the university and the professor who organized the course. There was also trouble

between the university and the government.' Had Mary received an official diploma she

could have continued working in the bank where she had been an intern, dealing with

mortgages and property law. As things stood, she had spent several years working for a

post-graduate qualification but had nothing to show for it. She still hoped that the red

tape could be disentangled and that she and her coursemates would receive their certifi-

cates.

`I worked as a researcher for a lawyer who had taught me at university. The pay

was very low and my name wasn't on anything that was published. But through this

lawyer I met my present employer who invited me to join his chambers.' Mary opted to

work as a junior lawyer in chambers rather than take the alternative paths available,

which were to write the competitive examination to enter the civil service or to study

for a further seven years and then teach law. (If she had done either of these, she would

have been differently classified within our sample, either with the civil servants or the

academicians.) After a period in chambers Mary felt that she needed additional train-

ing: `I was doing background work on cases. This was important work but my educa-

tion was not enough for this. I had not had any methodological inputs, I had difficulties

in compiling and writing up material, the research I did was written up by others. I felt

that I should have the ability, I should acquire writing and reading and research skills.'

She was admitted to the Institute for a diploma in `international law and organization

for development', with a scholarship.

Mary had strong substantive interests as well as a keenness to acquire technical

skills: `My research paper is on the rights of the child, based on working children in my

country. There I'd noticed of late that there were more children on the streets during

school hours, selling small things. It disturbed me. What about their future? Some of

them are hooligans and thieves, but they can't be held responsible, they started out in-

nocent. For children to claim their rights they must know what their rights are. I may

only be able to raise questions in my research paper, not answer them.'

There was clearly an activist side to Mary: `When I return home I'll collect data

for a research study, data on how many working children there are, in what categories

and what are their reasons for doing this kind of work. I can see what to do, approach

NGOs, get some funding to train children in fields where not much education is re-

quired, fields that are suitable for both boys and girls. Who knows, I may be successful
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in addressing the problem.'

Mary's willingness to become involved in activism was part of her self-image as

a lawyer: `I think about a life in chambers, about my future as a lawyer. I could be a

successful activist, but as a lawyer you can achieve more, you can work free for people

whose rights are being violated.' I therefore classify Mary as an activist lawyer, closer

to the activists in our sample. Her study was focussed very sharply on problems of con-

cern to her, and she did not share the more theoretical orientations of our activist intel-

lectuals Omar, Ingrid and Sip nor of intellectual activists Vern and Chen Li.

Overlapping classifications. If we divided a circle into three sections marked

respectively `civil service', `academia' and `activism', our twelve protagonists would be

distributed over it as follows. John would be well within the section marked `civil

service'. Terefe would be in this section too, but closer to the section labelled `activ-

ism'. Antony and Mitchell, on the other hand, would be in the `civil service' section but

on the side adjacent to the section marked `academia'.

In the compartment `academia', Danielle and Yumiko would take positions just

on this side from the section `civil service' (looking across at Antony and Mitchell). In

contrast, Omar, Sip and Ingrid would be on the other side of the `academia' section,

close to the border with `activism'. And across from them, within the section `activism'

but near the border with `academia', we would find Chen Li and Vern. For Mary, we

would have to create a small section `law', next to `civil service' but with Mary herself

very near to the line demarcating the `activism' section.

Tensions. Spanning more than one category contributed to blurred divisions

between those engaged in different kinds of work. Yet divisions and distinctions were

still apparent, notably along the boundary where there was the least blurring, viz. that

between the `civil service' and `activism' (a division that only Terefe spanned, and that

only in his inclinations). In other words, polarization was sharpest between those who

sought to work for change within or through existing political structures and those who

saw transformation as taking place outside these structures and in spite of them. Chen

Li said fairly soon after joining the Institute: `I'd visualized this place as a hive of Third

World activists, but now I see that it caters a lot to bureaucrats and policy makers.'

Vern also said at that early period in the academic year: `I'm slowly building up links

with my classmates but only three of them are from NGOs. That's a disappointment, I

was expecting more of an NGO presence but now I interact mainly with people from
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government agencies.' He extended this to the content of study programmes: `In class,

"policy" is usually equated with government policy.'  He perceived behavioural differ-

ences between professional groups: `Those of us who are more vocal and open with our

criticisms of the study programme come from non-governmental organizations. People

from government are more diplomatic in public but critical in private.'

Such tensions are exemplified by Ingrid and Danielle, both Latin American

women of around the same age who saw their future in academia and thus had much in

common. Both however gave unsolicited negative opinions of each other's programmes

in the course of interviews, negativism that related less to the content of the programme

than to those who attended it. Thus Ingrid with her activist involvements spoke scorn-

fully about `people from government just sitting in class and not really discussing

things.’ Danielle, an academician who worked on policy and had therefore chosen to

enroll in a course mainly attended by civil servants, talked disparagingly of  ideologues

who `feel that they have to give their opinions about everything, they know about eve-

rything. The discussions don't get to the point, they just remain in outer space.'

Polarization was not only along the lines of civil service/ non-governmental or-

ganization. Chen Li reported, `At first I found my classmates so conservative. They

were either from policy-making backgrounds or from conservative NGOs' -- thereby

grouping certain kinds of non-governmental organization with the civil service. Chen

Li did however say fairly early in the academic year: `Now I like the diversity in class,

I appreciate my classmates for what they are, not for their compatibility with me, I see

that some of them have qualities that I lack. One of my good friends -- I remember

when I first saw her in class my reaction was "Ugh!"' The woman referred to was from

a country very close to Chen Li's and of similar ethnic origin, but any feelings of 

commonality were eroded by negativism towards the woman's conservative profession-

alism as displayed in dress, demeanour and speech.

Ingrid described a tumultuous process of social learning, across professional

and ideological lines: `I expected a safe nice place with progressive people without

prejudice, "like me." I found that people were radically different, not what I'd expected

but more real. Working for an NGO, I'd lived in a little bubble, I was an ecologist plus

a feminist plus an anti-racist, a perfect little progressive. I came here with the wrong

expectations. I clashed a lot and it hurt a lot. It's helped me learn about myself, and to

take people as they are without great expectations, not reacting to them. So this has
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been a "university of reality." People here have real problems, they are not a whole lot

of progressive intellectuals, but it's taught me how people really are, how I really am.'

Composite professional identities. While some hostility continued to crackle,

notably along the civil servant/ activist axis, a blurring of categories took place not so

much at the level of the group as of the self. Nearly all our protagonists evinced hybrid

professional identities, exemplified by the labels that were used to describe them. Yet

even the larger groups of `hybrids’ -- the five identities between academics and activ-

ism or the four between academics and the civil service -- did not perceive themselves

as distinctive clusters or form `lobbies'. Complex professional identities had emerged

within the crucibles of individual lives and were seen as intensely personal, not easily

generalized, part of a unique self, whereby that self could move between different cate-

gories with a sense of belonging to more than one. 

4. `TECHNOCRATS’ AND `HUMANIST INTELLECTUALS’:

DICHOTOMOUS CATEGORIES?

We now relate the cases of our twelve protagonists to broader discussions of

Third World intellectuals. We use Gouldner's (1979) work as a general framework,

since he makes specific reference to `the third world of developing nations' (op. cit.: 1).

We also draw on applications by Galjart and Silva (1995) of Gouldner's and other in-

sights to intellectuals from Africa, Asia and Latin America.

A sharp distinction is made in the literature between what are called `techno-

crats' and `humanistic intellectuals': Gouldner for example offers us ``a general theory

of the New Class as encompassing both technical intelligentsia and intellectuals’ (op.

cit.: 5, emphasis given). Humanist intellectuals are defined `as "those thinkers who deal

with the production of ideas and symbols with regard to the social construction of soci-

ety". The term technocrats, by contrast, referred to "individuals with a high level of

specialist academic training, particularly in economics and engineering, who operate on

the principle that most of the problems of society can be solved by scientific and tech-

nical means, rather than through politics and political awareness in society. In their

view, those who are called upon to solve these problems must have specific scientific

knowledge to deal with them"' (Galjart and Silva op. cit.: 7, citing Galjart and Silva

1993).

In sections 5 and 6, we shall apply this distinction to our protagonists and shall
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see that in almost no case is it as clear-cut as presented here. Analysts use categories

heuristically, as aids to discussion, and these categories should not be applied too nar-

rowly. Is this why most of our protagonists do not fit the ideal types? Or do the ideal

types have to be modified? What reasons can explain why our sample differs from the

ideal types?

Galjart and Silva define technocrats as essentially apolitical, in Third World en-

vironments as in the First World. They cite for example Eduardo Silva's (1995) work

on the `Chicago Boys' in Pinochet's Chile, that `uses a conceptual distinction between

activist and technocratic intellectuals. While the former believe that the translation of

ideas into policy requires the political awareness and participation of the various forces

in society, the latter by contrast consider social demobilization a necessary condition

for the adoption of rational policies' (op. cit.: 12).

Another blurred classification. Below we range our twelve protagonists along

a continuum from `technocracts' to `humanist intellectuals’. We begin with those who

received a specialized technical education (in econometrics, computers, agro-industrial

product development, management and environmental science). Some of those placed

close to the `technocratic' end of the continuum on grounds of their education, how-

ever, moved towards political activism fairly early in their lives (Vern and Ingrid), or

became sceptical about technocracy (Sip and Mitchell). Even Terefe, placed at the ex-

treme `technocratic' end because his work continued to involve the application of plan-

ning techniques to Third World reality, had a very political history and was aware that

he operated in an extremely politicized environment. Antony, although a computer

professional and placed next to Terefe on our continuum, chose further study not about

`chips and technology' but about the economic and political context within which com-

puters have to be used in government work.

We next discuss the six protagonists whose training was in the social sciences

and humanities (including law) rather than in science and technology. John, the career

diplomat, would have been classified by Gouldner among the `intelligentsia' rather than

the intellectuals, since John enjoyed learning and even theory but was concerned

mainly with the application of these to the smooth conduct of international affairs.

Mary was similarly interested in applying what she learned, in her case to the activist

issue of `street children'. Thus both John and Mary harnessed ideas in the pursuit of

important everyday ends.
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The other four protagonists we place in this category were more interested in

ideas for their own sake. Danielle, however, had redirected her interest in theory in or-

der to concentrate on what she considered crucial issues of poverty and inequality, and

she sought to address these issues in a technical way through the minutiae of social

policy. Yumiko focussed on the abstract issue of the relationship between `develop-

ment' and `happiness', but because she wanted to gain greater exposure to situations

where she could reflect more fully on this relationship, she sought work as a `develop-

ment practitioner' and was therefore currently engaged in acquiring `project manage-

ment' and other skills. Omar now felt committed to the study and praxis of `struggles

around capitalism,' but had earlier if brief experience of applying social theory to social

problems as a government social worker. Chen Li’s life seemed to most exemplify the

unswerving pursuit of ideas and ideals through activism -- but even she currently

showed inclinations for involvement in more conventional policy research.

Time. One explanation for this blurring of categories -- apart from the heuristic

nature of ideal types -- can be drawn from the literature. Patricio Silva (1995) argues

that in the 1960s and 1970s `nationalist projects' (especially among the `new nations')

enhanced the role of humanist intellectuals. In the 1980s and the early years of the

1990s, in contrast, these intellectuals' influence declined and technocrats instead en-

joyed status and power as a consequence of economic crises and structural adjustment.2

Silva argues for a further dramatic change in these trends later in the 1990s:
I contend that in the coming years -- as a result of the breakdown of traditional
ideologies and the current processes of democratization taking place in several
parts of the Third World -- a revitalization of the role of the intellectuals in
developing countries can be expected. Both events have produced an urgent
appeal for the engineering of new moral, ethical and political guidelines for the
reorganization and recreation of the political and social orders in those societies.
This time, however, the traditional zero-sum situation between intellectuals and
technocrats could probably vanish as the strengthening of the intellectuals is
likely to take place vis-a-vis the consolidation of the power of technocrats  In the
previous decades, the direction of the pendulum between the supremacy of the
intellectuals and technocrats was in fact mainly governed by the objective of
either strengthening civil society (mainly the domain of intellectuals) or the state
(mainly the domain of technocrats). Today, however, the goal of strengthening
both state and civil society could lead to a simultaneous empowerment (op.
cit.:20, emphases given).

And:
... numerous Third World intellectuals have abandoned the long standing idea
that revolution constituted a sine qua non for the achievement of any acceptable
social order... The profound economic and financial crisis of the 1970s and

                                                
2 Silva’s arguments may have to be modified for various areas within the `Third World.’
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1980s has... made many humanistic intellectuals aware of the importance of
having a well functioning economic system in order to solve the social needs of
the population... ...many technocrats have learned in recent years that no solid
and lasting financial and economic goals can be achieved as long as state
institutions operate in almost complete isolation from the main social and
political forces active in civil society. ... a kind of tacit mutual recognition has
been gradually emerging between humanistic intellectuals and technocrats. They
are both beginning to realize that they are not necessarily representing two
irreconcilable ways of looking at society (op. cit.: 29-31). They are trying to
elaborate new socio-political guidelines, avoiding the ideologised populist
models of the 1960s and the radical neo-liberal programmes of the 1970s and
1980s (ibid.).

Our protagonists were interviewed in the late 1990s, the beginning of the period

when Patricio Silva predicted there would be a greater convergence between the roles

of `technocrats' and `humanistic intellectuals.' In our sample, as we shall see, every

`technocrat' was to some extent a humanist intellectual -- and every `humanist intel-

lectual' had a history (again to a varying extent) of attempting to apply knowledge to

achieve certain concrete and inevitably narrow ends. Does our case then take Silva's

argument a step further? Do the `composite professional identities' identified in the

previous section include a blend between `technocracy' and `humanist intellectualism'

within the self?

Patricio Silva emphasizes the late 1990s and afterwards as a period of increased

convergence between technocracy and humanist intellectualism. He describes the pre-

ceding decades as characterized by swings of the pendulum between the political influ-

ence of `humanist intellectuals' and `technocrats.' Our protagonists' narratives given in

the next two sections provide the context of what was happening during those decades -

- for most of our protagonists were born in the 1960s -- not in circles of influence and

power but at the level of ordinary lives in different parts of the Third World: the cruci-

bles within which `composite' professional identities emerged in the form that they took

in the late 1990s.

Place. In other words, our narratives emphasize the role of place as well as of

time in the emergence of professional identities that blend technocracy and humanist

intellectualism. The place is somewhere known loosely as the Third World (which

gains substance as an empirical referent in the course of our narratives). A wide range

of contexts is covered, across continents. The `Third World' is not only the tumult of

revolution that interrupted Terefe's education, nor only the passivity of a country under

authoritarian rule that Chen Li was determined to challenge. It also includes the relative

political stability within which Antony realized that he needed to better understand po
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litical contexts before applying technological means. It is the place that Yumiko saw as

less anomic and more socially and emotionally integrated than the rich countries she

had known. Omar, the only one in our sample who looked at the `Third World' from the

outside, said of visits to the part most familiar to him, his parents' native country:

`There's a life and vibrance that you can only appreciate when you are there.' The pres-

ence of Omar – a North American immigrant -- in our sample illuminates the Third

World within the First World, when `struggles against capitalism' are waged there.

Fischer calls this the `ideological and political' use of the term Third World, in contrast

to its `geographic' use.

Everyday reality in the Third World is permeated by politics. John's memories

of his schooldays in East Africa provide an extreme but not atypical example of this:

`My family returned to our own country after the dictator was overthrown. But there

was this sense of disillusionment, the economy was getting worse, there was political

violence and killing... I think that was the worst period in our country's history. All this

affected my studies, I had to redo the O-level exams. I also did A-levels twice. After I

failed the first time, I appeared as a private candidate. It was my own decision to repeat

the exam, I wanted to make something of myself, I paid my own fees with money I

earned from part-time work. You could say that was an important period in my life, I

began to focus, I went into university more focussed.'

The Third World is thus a political place, as even the `technocrats' in our sam-

ple had to take note of. Yet those who are seriously interested in structural change in

various contexts within the `Third World' can come to feel that this is possible only if

brought about systematically, step by step, in a carefully thought out and executed

manner. In other words, it can best be achieved through the formulation and imple-

mentation of policy that is designed to achieve certain concrete ends -- the satisfaction

of the basic needs that Danielle focussed on, or the rehabilitation of street children that

was Mary's goal, or the end to domestic violence that Chen Li was concerned with.3

The `Third World's' future depends on the creative application of technical

means to desirable ends, as even the `humanist intellectual activists' in our sample

seemed to feel. Ingrid said of the Institute’s `synthesizing exercise' that was held at the

end of the academic year: `It's useful as a group exercise that is different and not so

                                                
3 Chen Li ’s discussion of domestic violence is not included in the present paper.
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scholarly and academic. It's fun. There's less reading and more thinking, we have to try

and be practical, it's good for those like me who are hung up on intellectualism. We

work with others in a group, brainstorming within a group, formulating policy and rec-

ommendations, not sitting up in the clouds.' The exercise had forced students -- in a 
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master's programme that was oriented largely towards activism -- to apply their minds

to making transformatory politics operational, by formulating appropriate policies. As

Ingrid put it, `The issue is how to challenge the system and incorporate new ideas into

decision-making.'

This creative use of techniques and technology to facilitate transformation

within the Third World has to contend with an entrenched simple `technocentrism'

within the same environment that encourages conventional technocracy. Some of the

narratives that follow describe how in various such settings science and technology

were seen as the way forward for `new nations' as well as for the individuals who were

to `build' these nations. Engineers enjoy a high social and economic status in most parts

of the `Third World' -- as a result of the material infrastructure required for `develop-

ment projects' as well as more abstract perceptions of the need to `engineer' the future.

Opportunities for highly remunerative work at home and abroad act as more personal

spurs. Such an environment had influenced both Antony's and Vern's decisions to be-

come engineers (and in their case, even more prestigiously and lucratively, computer

engineers). In Third World contexts, `management' too brings material rewards and

status, given perceptions that the future has to be `managed' as well as `engineered':

Mitchell tells us a manager's story.

Antony described the push to technocracy: `At the time that I was studying, the

educational system in the Caribbean encouraged good students to go in for science --

social science was seen as something for weaker students. So I had no exposure to eco-

nomics, nor to social science, that's a pity, people should know what the alternatives

are. I wasn't exposed to "arts" subjects like history. Later, when I was working in de-

velopment and with economic policy, I felt that something was missing in my back-

ground. When I was in school, I had no clear idea about my future. The menu of op-

tions was very narrow, all along the lines of the natural sciences. Later I enjoyed

studying computer science, but I still felt that I wanted something more.' Sip's narrative

below describes parallel processes at work in South-East Asia: from here too Chen Li

reported, `History was my favourite subject, learning about the past, it's a continuing

interest. But I went into the science stream and wasn't happy there.'

Of our sample of twelve, all five women are placed away from the `technocracy'

end of the continuum and towards the `humanist intellectual' end (Ingrid is in the mid-

dle and Mary, Danielle, Yumiko and Chen Li are on the other side from `technocracy).
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Conversely, five out of seven men are close to the `technocratic' end, John is some-

where in the middle, and only Omar is at the `humanist intellectual' end. Of course, the

distribution represents `starting points' as well as outcomes. Vern studied computer sci-

ence but went on to activism. Sip trained in technology but then found his own version

of an activist role. Mitchell was politically active at university, later worked in support

of a liberalizing economy, but then moved towards a more critical stand.

All the same, the distribution may point to a trend whereby pressures towards

technocratic training were especially exerted on boys in earlier decades, as prospective

`bread-winners' and status bearers of families. Class factors may be at work here as

well. Ingrid, from a wealthy family and with a mother in high-status work, trained as an

environmental biologist. Chen Li, also from the established urban middle class and

with a professional mother, was firmly directed by her family towards training as a

doctor or dentist or accountant, but wriggled away into activism.

In the previous section we distinguished between those of our protagonists who

were oriented towards the `administration of things' and those who worked for the

`transformation of structures.' We now need to underline that these too are not di-

chotomous. Danielle for example sought the transformation of structures (in her case,

unequal structures of income distribution) through the administration of things (in her

case the drawing up of appropriate and effective social policy). Antony focussed on the

administration of things (in his case, international trade through Third World regional

organizations) but this was directed towards the transformation of structures (the unfair

weighting of international trade towards rich and powerful countries and trade blocs

through the global institutions that they control). The business of consciously trying to

give form to the future (Galjart and Silva op. cit.: 3) requires not only a vision but the

carving of a road towards that vision.

The connection between technical means and transformatory visions was

masked by a dominant technocentrism that reinforced current structures. Those who

protested against current structures found themselves also protesting the technical

means that maintained them and in the process often associated the `administration of

things' only with current structures. Conversely, those involved in the `administration

of things' within conventional structures had to struggle in order to envisage how their

work could be directed towards `transformation' -- and they then experienced a con-

tinuing struggle to retain this vision.
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For this reason, the `continuum' given below -- that places protagonists' narra-

tives between the `technocratic' and the `humanist intellectual' -- does not neatly coin-

cide with the distribution of protagonists in the previous section over a circle that was

divided between the civil service, academia and activism. The continuum begins with

the civil servants Terefe and Antony, goes on to activist Vern and academician Sip,

before reaching another civil servant, Mitchell. He is followed by academician Ingrid

and then the fourth and final civil servant, John. Next comes activist lawyer Mary, the

two academicians now oriented towards the `adminstration of things' (Danielle and

Yumiko), activist intellectual Omar and intellectual activist Chen Li. The civil servants

tend to be placed at the `technocratic' end and in the middle of the continuum, whereas

the activists and the academicians are found at the `humanist intellectual' end and in the

middle. However, the distribution is not clearcut because -- as said earlier -- we take

starting points as well as outcomes into consideration when delineating `composite

selves'.

A multi-vocal social science. Galjart and Silva associate technocracy with `a

high level of specialist academic training, particularly in economics and engineering'

(ibid.). The narratives that follow, however, support this more in the case of engineer-

ing – whereas economics, these narratives suggest, speaks in many voices and has defi-

nite transformatory potential.

Antony and Vern were trained in computer engineering, Sip in agro-industrial

product development, and Mitchell in the `social engineering' of management studies.

None of them described engineering as a `transformatory' field of learning or one with

political potential. Mitchell in fact had grown sceptical of social engineering as applied

in personnel management. Antony said clearly that his study of technology had not

been enough. Vern had not practised his technical profession but had opted for activ-

ism. Sip had subordinated techniques and technology to participatory programmes.

Economics, in contrast, had not been perceived as narrow or limited or confin-

ing. Antony had deliberately sought to study economics, to provide a developmental

context and vision within which technology could be applied. Vern was looking for `an

alternative economic framework.' Sip had taken social science subjects -- including

economics -- to balance more narrow technical studies.

Engineering was depicted as a unified profession, but economics was presented

in a more differentiated way. In other words, there was economics and there was eco
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nomics. Vern talked of `an alternative economic framework' as a contrast to `neo-

classical economics.’ Terefe described how, when studying economics at university, `I

particularly liked political economy, economy influenced by Marx, I liked the philo-

sophical and historical aspects.' All the same, it was clear that most protagonists spoke

in a post-Marxist framework. Vern questioned the relevance of Marxism in the post-

industrial information era. Chen Li reflected on her student years: `I used to think that I

was interested in history because I was a Marxist, but I was never really a Marxist, I

was labelled as such by conservative people. At university I followed my peers who

were Maoist.' Chen Li provided a good example of space and options within econom-

ics: ``My parents wanted me to follow a conventional profession. I took economics as a

step towards accountancy and studied econometrics. Later I moved towards political

economy, but my parents still think that I studied straight economics!'

In this context, Patricio Silva uses Gouldner's (1979: 30) notion of a `speech

community' that shares a technical discourse: this in turn `creates a special solidarity

among the technocrats... it also unifies those who use it and establishes a distance be-

tween themselves and those who do not' (Galjart and Silva op. cit.: 26). Our protago-

nists' presentation of economics as a multi-vocal social science implies that it allows

the discourse of disagreement and even of confrontation as well as the discourse of

agreement that Silva emphasizes. Omar indeed was able to locate -- as the second su-

pervisor of his research paper -- an economist within the economics master's pro-

gramme at the Institute who maintained that he too `hated economics.'

We explore this further:
Third World technocrats have become the national counterparts of international
financial teams which frequently visit the developing countries to assess the
performance of the local economy under the framework of several adjustment
programmes. As Centeno points out, the communication between the foreign
financial experts and the local technocrats is facilitated by their common
academic backgrounds. They `not only share the same economic perspectives,
but perhaps most importantly, speak the same language, both literally and
metaphorically...' (Silva op. cit.: 26, quoting Centeno 1993: 325.)

Sip from our sample echoed this when he reminisced about involvement as a

student in protests against the building of a dam and described the engineers as `using

the language of economics.' Others among our protagonists, however, provided exam-

ples of how the same `language' could be used to contest the stand of dominant global

institutions. Terefe was the kind of `local technocrat' described by Silva and Centeno, a

civil servant at the Ministry for Economic Development and Co-operation: `My Minis
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try is a good place to apply what I've learned at the Institute -- a lot of technical work is

being done there, we're negotiating with the World Bank and the UNDP, if you have

the guts you're in a position to influence your bosses and challenge projects. I can now

evaluate the World Bank proposals more critically.'

Similarly, Antony had -- in his research paper at the Institute -- used arguments

from economic theory to oppose the stand taken by dominant global economic institu-

tions: `The research paper was the most substantial piece of writing that I've done so

far. The central argument questioned the prevalent view that with free trade, global

welfare would increase and the world would be a better place. I was able to challenge

the assumptions, to show that this was not likely to happen, and that global welfare

would be negatively affected by liberalization. My findings in a case study are inter-

esting because they could refocus the direction of discussions. So far one perspective,

that of the World Bank, was taken as “the” perspective. My data doesn't support that

view, the World Bank thesis is not strong. It's the old story of control by the North and

the international institutions, with the USA dictating through the World Trade Organi-

zation to the European Union and the Third World.'

At the same time, Antony had had an opportunity to take a counterstand to his

own: `For our synthesizing exercise, I headed the “World Bank group” in the negotia-

tions. Oh, it was just arbitarily assigned to me. But I've found real advantages in

speaking for the World Bank, it helps you understand what the World Bank position is

in the context of structural adjustment, it helps bring out little things that you hadn't

really thought about, things you'd read about in books but had not thought about in a

focussed way. So it's been a very useful exercise.'

Thus -- obviously -- not all economists are `Chicago Boys'. Centeno makes ref-

erence to `graduate degrees from U.S. universities' (op. cit.: 326). Antony says in his

narrative below: `To study real economics you go to Europe, not North America' (em-

phasizing again that there are different kinds of `economics', some of which he consid-

ered `real'). Sip elaborated: `My seniors encouraged me to study abroad and some sug-

gested the US. But I had a dislike for the US, my experience with seniors who had

studied in the US was not good. I found their perspectives narrow, focussed only on the

economy and not suited to our context.' Danielle reflected: `If I had been a neo-

classical economist, I would have gone straight to the US to study.' She added though,

`I still have an ideological problem with studying in the US, but there are places there
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that are interested in Latin America and are progressive.'

Before crossing the geo-political line between the First and the Third World,

then, our protagonists had often made a deliberate choice over where exactly to cross

and in which direction to head. Antony said, `I feel that Europe has some interest in

what happens in the Caribbean, whereas the USA doesn't really care about political op-

tions for development in the Caribbean.' The social sciences -- and economics among

these -- was part of the First World's intellectual tradition, but the latter was something

of a magnetic field wherein certain areas exerted ideological repulsion and others

greater ideological attraction. `The First World is becoming unglued,’ Omar reflected,

referring  -- among other things – to faultlines created by intellectual history and cul-

ture.

`Our sample' is small and  not statistically representative. We need to look at

larger numbers of Third World professionals who are engaged with issues of `devel-

opment'. I have suggested that `place' (i.e. the Third World of the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s

and 1990s within which nearly all our protagonists grew to adulthood) rather than `per-

sonality' was responsible for the combination of technical and humanist interests in our

protagonists. Nearly all their classmates – and the universe they represented -- had also

grown up in various parts of the Third World in that same period, and had been ex-

posed to realities and life experiences there that would probably also have contributed

to composite identities.

5. `TECHNOCRATS’: TEREFE, ANTONY, VERN, SIP, MITCHELL AND

INGRID

Terefe. The person who comes closest to the `technocrat' as generally defined is

Terefe, whose life story was summarized earlier in this paper. Although strongly in-

clined towards engineering as a profession, he was directed by state planners to study

economics in a `socialist' environment: `I learned about the socialist way of national

planning, something that was applicable at home.' He then worked at the Ministry for

Economic Development and Co-operation, `in project planning, doing things like run-

ning the capital budget and appraising projects.' In due course he moved to a more

senior level, `dealing with sectoral departments and macro-development.' Later: `When

our economy was liberalized, there was a change in criteria for project evaluation.

Three of us were considered to have expertise and were selected for short computer
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courses organized by UNIDO.'

At the Institute, Terefe attended the diploma programme on `development plan-

ning techniques': `I chose it because it seemed extremely relevant and systematically

organized. Those who have studied in this programme or the Institute’s master’s in

economics are doing well in the Ministry -- our Minister, his deputy and many others,

including my head of department, also other heads of departments. Our Ministry pro-

duced a national document in which good use was made of what was learned here.' He

commented: `Studying in this programme has radically changed my working style, I

now have a more technically sophisticated approach to data. Cost benefit analysis is

extremely useful, a way to evaluate projects economically and financially and socially.

In my research paper, I'm trying to develop a model based on the system of national

accounting matrix.' He said of his diploma programme: `It was dominated by practical

work and I think this should be encouraged. In fact we should have more exercises if

possible, especially in modelling and econometrics -- of course, we would need time to

assimilate this.'

Terefe seems to be close to the `ideal type' of a technocrat in his application of

`planning techniques', but he was nevertheless something of a political animal -- after

all, he had left school to join a revolution, and attributed his interest in social science

and history to this experience. Within economics, he had `particularly' liked studying

`political economy, economics influenced by Marx.' He spoke of political issues: `the

instability in much of Africa is very disturbing. That's not the case here in the Nether-

lands, here there's more emphasis on human rights. Here it's not majority rule in the

sense that a hundred people can kill one person, but the hundred people will stand be-

fore the law, there's a respect for human rights first and other things follow.'

He was well aware that the technical was circumscribed by the political: thus

his view that a non-governmental organization would provide a working environment

that was more conducive to his application of planning techniques than a government

body. His preference for non-governmental organizations seemed partly to rest on the

conviction that these were less negatively politicized than government bodies. Pre-

sumably he was thinking of the local offices of international non-governmental organi-

zations and saw these as relatively insulated from local power-play. `In an NGO I

wouldn't have the problem of ethnic nationalism.Senior people in our government think

on ethnic lines, favouring some groups for opportunities.'
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Although the closest to a `technocrat' as defined in the literature, Terefe de-

parted from the `ideal type' in his awareness that technical abilities are exercised in po-

litical environments. Was this because he operated in a `Third World' context where

political stability could not be assumed? Our next case however illustrates how a rela-

tively stable political setting also `politicized' a technocrat.

Antony. Antony was another of our protagonists to whom the term `technocrat'

can be applied since he had trained and worked as a computer professional. He grew up

in a more stable political environment and (perhaps relatedly) did not take part in stu-

dent politics: `When I was at university I wasn't politically involved, although there too

I was the class representative.' Antony described what it was like to study computer

science: `I was thrilled about studying computers, it was a new thing, at that time only

one or two people on our island had computers on their desks, it was an exciting new

area. The future wasn't a problem because I was studying a subject that was in demand.'

After he graduated, Antony worked in a branch of the civil service. `I enjoyed

working there tremendously -- it was my first job and an opportunity to demonstrate

what I could do. The management didn't always understand what I was up to, but gave

me its support. Information had to be organized and there was a lot of activity.' How-

ever: `After a couple of years, I thought of going back to school. I had worked awhile,

the management wasn't moving at the pace I'd wanted, perhaps I was over-zealous. I

felt the momentum slowing. I hadn't really accomplished as much as I'd hoped to do in

my job.' What line of study did he plan to pursue at the time? `I thought about studying

more in management information systems, in the USA, in Illinois or California, I could

learn about chips and technology at one of the big computer schools. I couldn't do that

in the Caribbean. I changed my ideas about study when I got a new job.'

The new job was with a confederation of regional governments in that part of

the Caribbean. `The Confederation had a clear agenda, it knew what it wanted to do in

the area of budgetary allocations. It was good for my career too, there was wider scope,

I had more contacts within the region and beyond, through technical co-operation mis-

sions. When my first contract with the Confederation came to an end, I was satisfied

and ready to go back to school -- but I agreed to a second contract. When you 're

working it's difficult to get away, I literally had to pull myself away to come here and

study, otherwise you just keep going on.'

When Antony extricated himself from an absorbing job and went away to study,
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it was not to a `big school' in the USA that taught `chips and technology.' `Because of

my experience in my job, I felt that I had to fill in a gap in my studies, I needed to do

some policy analysis. I could see that the paradigm was shifting, my study had to be

development-related. I was now interested in subjects like law, economics and political

science. My orientation had shifted from North America to Europe. To study real eco-

nomics you go to Europe, not North America.'

He outlined his reasons for choosing the Institute: `I wrote to some of the older

universities in Europe, they hadn't been doing development economics for much longer

than the Institute, so the differences were low and marginal. The programmes the older

universities offered seemed too traditional, too much of a strait-jacket. Here at the In-

stitute the programmes seem to have adapted over the years, there is even a programme

on `alternative development' -- however successful `alternative development' may be --

so the programmes aren't stuck in the 1960s and 1970s. If I studied at the Institute I

thought I could learn from the other participants -- from my experience within and out-

side the Caribbean, I know that working with people from other cultures can be very

interesting and exciting.'

Antony therefore seemed to have moved away from the ideal type of the `tech-

nocrat' -- through his experience of challenging work in regional government within a

relatively stable political environment ( unlike in Terefe's case, where an unstable po-

litical environment had diluted technocratism.) He was now interested in social science,

open to `alternative development' and keen to integrate experience of cultural diversity

into his further education -- all of which diverge from the usual image of a `technocrat.'

In Antony's story, economics provided a window opening out of narrow tech-

nocracy (contrary to Galjart and Silva's bracketing of engineering and economics as

technocratic disciplines). Antony had enrolled in the master's programme in develop-

ment economics at the Institute: `Economics is new to me, I read a lot, I learn on my

own, I go beyond what we do in the classroom. I find economics quite interesting -- I

don't rule out the prospect of a Ph.D., especially something on international trade, or

something that's important for developing countries, like structural adjustment or bal-

ance of payments. I'd like to write something on development, something that inte-

grates technology, technology is a focus for the developing world as a whole and not

just for the Caribbean. I'm pretty excited about studying, a new area is always exciting,

and this is an exciting field -- what development is all about, how to go about it...'
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Antony was unusual among our protagonists in that he was financing his own

studies at the Institute: unlike Terefe (and others) he had not waited for a scholarship to

become available but had grabbed the chance to study before becoming totally im-

mersed in work: `If I had waited a year I could have got a fellowship, but then if I'd

spent one more year at work I might have changed my focus. I was prepared to pay for

myself, I knew that I had no background in social science and it might be difficult to

get into a social science programme.' The earning power that accompanied computer

skills was crucial in enabling him to fund himself. He looked ahead to the future: `I

have to integrate what I'm learning now with my background in computers, work out an

approach to development, combine traditional economic thinking with technological

innovation. All this has to be put to use in the Caribbean, to see what can be done when

we lose our comparative advantage in trade, when protection goes.'

His study of development economics had not replaced his technological inter-

ests but had served to provide a context for them: `Information systems play a strategic

role in development, even economics cannot replace that. I already have a technical

base but I need to integrate it with development studies. In policy making, there's a role

for people who understand technology and can integrate it into development -- other-

wise there may be contradictions.' Antony was therefore a `technocrat', but with a dif-

ference. He was not apolitical -- in fact he suspected that his political views had

brought him less than his usual top mark in one assignment at the Institute: `It was

marked by an economist, and the paper was of a political nature that he's uncomfortable

with.'  Antony indeed considered entering politics.

Vern provides a interesting juxtaposition to Antony. Vern too had graduated in

computer science, but unlike Antony had been extremely active politically in his time

at university (as described earlier). This was partly due to differences in personality,

but also to variation in political context: `when I moved to the city it was at the height

of the insurgency problem, my friends were political, they were in a rebel party. My

social conscience came from my political involvement and my contact with insurgents.

`Computer hardware and computer engineering were interesting,' Vern remem-

bered, `but by the fourth year at university my interest had waned. I was heavily in-

volved with the university magazine', in political and critical writing. `With my politi-

cal activity I graduated only with average grades.' Rather than a computer-related ca-

reer, or following up his long-term interest in the creative arts, Vern chose to work with
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a network of non-governmental organizations engaged in advocay and research on

politics and governance. Initially he made this commitment for a decade of his life, af-

ter which he planned to use his computer skills to `look after myself'. At the end of this

decade Vern extended the period of work with non-governmental organizations for an-

other ten years: `I can apply what I've learned in the last ten years, I can contribute.'

After this he would `give most of my time to art -- painting, music, creative writing.'

He was aware though that such decisions were not carved on stone: `But can we really

talk in terms of such time frames? People's attitudes change.'

All the same, Vern did not repudiate or denounce his `technocratic' education in

computer science. `I have no regrets -- computers are very useful in the modern world,

they are a tool for my future, I'll focus on them later. My computer skills aren't entirely

wasted in my present work and I can return to them sometime.' He considered writing

his research paper at the Institute on the use of computers in agriculture and rural de-

velopment. He was interested in planning techniques more generally -- in `land use

planning', `area resource accounting' and `social accounting'. Vern therefore saw com-

puter technology (and technology more generally) as tools to be used towards devel-

opmental ends, but these ends were to be determined through participatory processes

co-ordinated by non-governmental organizations, where possible in collaboration with

governmental agencies.

In this Vern was both similar to and different from Antony. Antony too saw

`technology' as something that had to be integrated into`development', but the organ-

izational context he focussed on was that of regional government structures and not

non-governmental organizations. Terefe was somewhere in between: although he

worked in government, he thought that a non-governmental organization would be

more conducive to the exercise of his technical skills, but in terms of professional envi-

ronment rather than the link to participatory politics.

Sip. Sip described some of the early pressures that had been exerted in his

choice of a career: `My favourite subject in school was social science. I was close to

my mother, she had studied law and worked in the juvenile court with the Ministry of

Justice, and we talked about social problems. But social science is not popular in my

country, because of the economic situation, so I chose engineering which is popular

because it can get you a good job. There was also streaming in school, and top students

were separated out and sent to study subjects like engineering.' Of Sip's two brothers,
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one was a chemical engineer and the other a mechanical engineer (although they had

chosen to teach rather than to practice their profession -- as Sip did).

Sip said of his choice of profession: `After school, I chose a university where I

could study agro-industrial product development. It was a popular subject with scope

for a job, but didn't involve a lot of mathematics and physics. It was a four year course

and close to my experience and interests, though I didn't much like the laboratory work

that we did in the later years. Where I could, I took subjects that were oriented to social

science, like economics and marketing. A subject like consumer behaviour draws on

psychology.'

Why was Sip interested in agro-industrial product development? `Although we

lived in the capital city, we had family farms in the south of the country. We would

visit the farms twice a year, the journey took between six and eight hours. I got to see

food in the form of raw materials and I thought that agro-industries were beneficial. I

wanted to be a manager of agro-industries and I planned to go on to an MBA.' His

viewpoint shifted after a different kind of exposure to rural areas: `I joined the univer-

sity student union, it ran training courses and other activities. We visited rural areas all

over the country. The perspective was different from when we went to our family

farms, it extended beyond kinship. Now I was more exposed to peasants' problems. I

saw many agro-industries in rural areas but the people there were still poor. I became

involved in a protest over the building of a dam. My plans for my life changed -- I

thought I can't be a manager. I wasn't clear about my future.'

Rather than going on to a masters in business administration as he had origi-

nally planned, Sip specialized in agricultural economics. Like Antony, he presented

economics as a subject that opened windows of reflection and exposure beyond the nar-

rowness of technology. `It would have been difficult for me to chose economics earlier,

there was no one to stimulate me to study it, my choice was very limited.' Sip could be

very critical of the  use of economics, saying of his experience during the protest over

the dam, `I realized that the government engineers weren't speaking the same language

as us, they were using the language of economics.'

After a master's degree in agricultural economics, Sip joined the economics fac-

ulty at his university. As described in an earlier section, he saw his role in academia as

that of an activist: `You can only change society by working with people, and I thought

I would work with the new generation. I did see some things changing for the better.
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Uptil then, new entrants to the University were taken outside the city for a picnic, and

their relationship to their seniors was rather feudal. As advisor to the students' union, I

helped change things, and new entrants were taken to the rural areas and asked to play

with the local children, to work for the village and later to relax at a party with the vil-

lage people.

`I was in charge of the computer unit in our department and I got the students to

run it, because otherwise they didn't have much access. It was the first computer unit in

the university managed by students and a learning process for us. We bought five new

computers with a loan sanctioned by the head of department and we generated a profit

that helped students with their living expenses. After this success, the Dean of Student

Affairs invited me to be Assistant Dean.

`I began to think about the future. My job was interesting and I wanted to keep

it. I also thought about setting up a consultancy that would give support to small scale

rural enterprises. For that I needed more knowledge. Where should I go to study rural

development? Material about the Institute of Social Studies was circulated among the

faculty at our University. I knew about two alumni of the Institute who are famous in

my country as political activists. I remember my parents taking me to hear one of them

speak in public, long back in 1973.'

Sip said of his period at the Institute: `Studying here has broadened my per-

spective, plus it has shown me new ways of teaching. When I go home I plan to teach

some new courses. One will be on food and population -- my study here has given me a

different focus from the one I had at home. I would also like to teach about peasant

movements, in my country peasants are viewed as passive actors, I would like to teach

the new generation that peasants have ideas to express. My research paper was on rural

community-based enterprises, working on it was my main purpose in studying here. I

learned a lot -- if I hadn't come here, I wouldn't have asked certain kinds of questions,

for example about differentiation. I'm more and more aware of how much we need to

change the way of thinking, teaching and doing research in my faculty at home. Now

I'm looking forward to going home and working with rural people. My research paper

didn't say enough about the political side. When rural people with their own ideas about

development interact with the government, to what extent can their lives be changed

and improved?'

Like Terefe, Antony and Vern, Sip combined technical expertise with an inter
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est in economics and the social sciences. He was more critical of economics than

Terefe and Antony were, frequently distinguishing between `narrow' and broad appli-

cations of the subject. He resembled Vern in his focus on processes of participatory

change in rural society and in his sympathies for activism. However, unlike the other

three, he had chosen to operate within an academic environment -- which he found

hospitable to both his academic interests and his activist ideas (the latter extending to

change within his faculty and university) -- and not in a government or non-

governmental organization.

Mitchell can be placed within the technocracy but in the category of `manager'

rather than `engineer'. In an earlier section we traced the changes in his career. After

school, he had chosen to be a school teacher (like his father), knowing little about other

career options. He had studied education and history at university but had taught only

briefly, in a provincial school where he had felt restive and constrained by the head-

master.

A correspondence course for a diploma in personnel management and industrial

relations from a British college -- that awarded Mitchell a distinction -- had opened

new avenues of employment. He had opted to join a parastatal, the national electricity

supply corporation, where remuneration was attractive, and he had risen rapidly in the

human resources department. The practical training acquired through the correspon-

dence course stood him in good stead as -- under the country's new liberalization policy

-- he and his colleagues worked to make the parastatal more commercial and competi-

tive. Mitchell felt the effects of competition on his own career and thus the need for

additional qualifications. He decided against another correspondence course, preferring

direct exposure. A degree in management at the national university would have taken

more than two years, so he looked abroad.

Here there occurred a deviation in the increasingly technocratic path along

which his career had been advancing, a deviation related to latent aspects of a compos-

ite self. Mitchell may have now been a profit-oriented manager in a liberalizing econ-

omy, but he had not always been so inclined. He reminisced from his student days:

`There was a strong students union, politically articulate, and I was active in it. We

demonstrated against the IMF conditionality, the introduction of school fees... The uni-

versity was closed down. It was an interesting time. You have to balance education and

politics.'  His current work may have been built on a course in administration that he
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had studied at university, but his main subject had been history: `We studied a combi-

nation of African and European history, there were some similarities to development

studies.'  When considering eduction abroad, Mitchell remembered that a lecturer from

his university days who had taught him development studies and whom he admired had

studied at the Institute of Social Studies. `I wanted to study where he had. A friend who

had studied there also recommended it. The programme on “employment and labour

studies” seemed to have what I wanted on human resources development.'

In the first interview conducted in the early months of the academic year,

Mitchell said, `My study here has helped me redefine some areas of my work. I see

now that human resources development is much more than conducting training pro-

grammes. When I return, I have to think of new channels of education at the micro-

level.'  At the same time he sought the `practical' implications of what was being taught

in class: `While we appreciate what is being done, we do have some problems. Some of

my classmates are not so interested in theory, they are more practical and policy-

oriented. Our lecturers try to help us, but they find it difficult to answer questions about

the practical relevance of what is taught. And we don't get very far when we discuss

among ourselves ideas that we are not familiar with.'

By the time of the exit interview -- as described earlier -- Mitchell expressed

overall satisfaction with the course: `Things improved. There was more of a focus on

the real world, case studies were used, the synthesizing exercise was linked to practical

issues.'  However, `practical' relevance was no longer of paramount concern to him.

Instead he described a deeper relevance: `I took the specialization on "structural reform

and labour", to understand more about the dynamics of labour with regard to the exter-

nal environment, and I took the the specialization on "human resources development"

because of its macro-focus, its stress on increasing human options rather than an em-

phasis only on management.  The issues I was most interested in were there, labour is-

sues, participation in the labour market. All sorts of links were made and I found the

courses complementary.'

The shift in Mitchell's focus was exemplified by his research paper: `Before I

came here, I was planning to look at new management systems in a liberalized econ-

omy. But instead I'm working on labour relations during the period of structural ad-

justment in my country. I've enjoyed the research paper, I've always been motivated

when working on labour issues. It's about increasing options in human management.
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Structural reforms encourage efficiency, provide incentives to work harder, create a

reward system, but they aren't good for those with low skills who can't survive compe-

tition in the labour market. These reforms aren't very good for labour but they are good

for capital.'

Mitchell had thus moved away from a `technocratic' focus on efficiency, com-

petitiveness and profits. Clearly a broad master's course on `employment and labour'

had encouraged this more than further studies in `personnel management' would have

done. Something that had been latent within Mitchell had, however, responded to the

wider issues that the master's course had opened up -- otherwise he would have been

disaffected and resentful that the course had not offered only `practical' blueprints.

The parastatal for which Mitchell worked had some similarities with the state

agencies where Terefe and Antony were employed, and Mitchell had something in

common with these other two in his combination of practical and academic interests.

But whereas in the course of study at the Institute practical questions had remained at

the centre of Terefe's and Antony' focus, albeit with a substantial penumbra of political

issues, in Mitchell's case the technocratic core was now suffused with political content.

In this, Mitchell resembled Vern and Sip, although for them the dominance of the po-

litical over the technocratic had been manifested much earlier in their professional

lives. Also they had already long found their professional `homes', one in a non-

governmental organization and the other in a university. Would Mitchell be able to `fit'

back into his parastatal?.Or would he have to find a new professional home?

Ingrid's life story has been narrated in some detail at the beginning of this pa-

per. When she had needed to specialize, in her teens, her long-standing affinity for

`nature' had led her to study environmental biology. Applications of this science could

have directed her to a `technocratic' career, and certainly she had brief experiences of

this later in life, when she carried out `environment impact assessments' or was em-

ployed as an environmental co-ordinator for a petroleum company at work in the rain-

forest.

From early on, however, Ingrid was dissatisfied with narrow applications of

science, and wished that she had chosen a broader field of study about the environment.

She had been sent for undergraduate study to the USA, but her annual visits to her

home in a Latin American country had exposed her to nascent environmental move-

ments and local projects: `I realized the connections with policy -- something that was
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lacking in my study of environmental biology.'  After the first years in college, she was

bored with laboratory work and wished to change her subject of study, but it was too

late to do so. The social science subjects that she studied on the side were however far

from dull: `Sociology was very satisfying, even though to finish studying it I had to

stay an extra term.'  If she could have changed subjects, she would have dropped envi-

ronmental biology for political science.

When she returned home after graduation, she was unhappy with the employ-

ment opportunities that came her way, because they were technical rather than `politi-

cal' or `transformatory'. Later she joined a non-governmental organization but even

there, among `biologists who were very concerned with ecological issues', she did not

find a satisfying professional home. She defined herself as `an environmentalist, not an

ecologist,' and her distinction between the two terms seemed to be socio-political.

Her quest to combine biology and social science had brought her to the Institute

of Social Studies. `I was looking for a real-life university with real people. I thought

that coursework would be easy, given my background, that there would be a lot of

repetition, but it isn't so. There is a lot of additional information and I spend a lot of

time studying. It's been an intense academic experience. I knew when I came that the

technical discussions on environment wouldn't be at the level I was used to, I was in-

terested in deeper questions about the relationship between environment and develop-

ment. Personally I've achieved a lot of what I wanted to do. I’d hoped for some intel-

lectual shopping around, and I've done that. I realize how much is available, in fact in

some ways more than my expectations. At the same time I'm aware of the advantages

that my technical education gives me.'

At the Institute, Ingrid had joined the master's course in the `politics of alterna-

tive development strategies.'  By the end of the academic year, her ideas had evolved

further. Initially she had thought about a career in `urban environmental management,

where my interests lie, bringing together the social and the political, environmental is-

sues and poverty. I would like to work on urban environmental management for my

research paper.'  At the exit interview, however, her focus was no longer on `manage-

ment' but on `movements': `My research paper is very political, about urban environ-

mental movements and their role in democratization processes. At the research paper

seminar, someone commented that the environmental part is largely absent and the pa-

per is very political -- the environmental part is all in my head, I just took it for granted.
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I'll keep on trying to bring ideas about the environment and society together, it's still an

incomplete process. But I won't go into environmental management work, I prefer po-

litical ecology. I still want to pursue both politics and ecology through research and

participatory action.'

In this period, Ingrid's perceptions of `environmental' and `ecological' seemed to

have shifted, and she now saw `ecology' as the less technical and more political of the

two (probably influenced by usages in social science). But regardless of the terms used,

the distinction between `technocratic' and `political' approaches to environmental issues

continued to be crucial to her. In fact she represented a combination of the two. At the

moment of the exit interview, the political was uppermost since her exposure to it was

recent and exciting. But technical environmental issues were `all in her head', and it

looked as though much of her later professional life would be spent in trying to inte-

grate the two.

6. `HUMANIST INTELLECTUALS’: JOHN, MARY, DANIELLE, YUMIKO,

OMAR AND CHEN LI

We now consider the other six of our protagonists, who would generally be

classified as `humanist intellectuals' because of their training or work or both.

John, the career diplomat, exemplifies what Gouldner calls the New Class

within the bureaucracy, an intelligentsia that differs from the older `"line" officials

whose position depends simply on their rigorous conformity with organizational rules,

obedience to their superiors' orders, the legality of their appointment and sheer senior-

ity' (op. cit.: 50). In contrast, John belongs to `a task-centred and work-centred elite

having considerable confidence in its own worth and its future' (op. cit.: 51).

Thus John described himself as qualifying for the Foreign Service through his

university studies in political science: `I saw political science, as linked to international

relations. I thought it would bring me closer to the Foreign Service, studying the prob-

lems around, like regional integration, political economy, underdevelopment, trade re-

lations, classical diplomacy.'  When John gained entrance to the Foreign Service, his

approach was somewhat different from his predecessors: `there was no blueprint for the

work that I had to do. I began to focus on various problems, and two years went by

before I knew it. I worked on protocol and information and consular affairs. I tried to

write reports -- I wrote the only report ever presented in consular affairs -- and I tried to
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be more professional.'

In his third year in the Foreign Service, John was assigned to his country's em-

bassy in Washington. He was dismayed by a lack of professionalism in conducting for-

eign affairs: `We felt that the President's state visits to the US were not always neces-

sary and that an ambassador could have covered some of those things. There were on-

going tensions betwen the Foreign Service and the President's Office, between career

diplomats and officials who were exported to embassies either to get rid of them or to

return a favour.'  All the same, John learned a lot during this posting: `I was "jack of all

trades" at our small embassy in Washington, where I had been randomly assigned. I

escorted ministers to Bretton Woods institutions and I joined delegations in order to

record proceedings. In the process I learned a lot about my country, especially about

health and transport and communications there.'

During his years in Washington, John studied part-time for a master's degree in

communication at Howard University (of this more in a later section), and wrote a re-

search paper on `African diplomatic perceptions of the US media.'  When he returned

to his country, he was eligible for leave but `I declined it because I did not want to lose

touch professionally. Instead I sought out the director of the international communica-

tions department and got myself assigned there. I found the work relevant and interest-

ing. I felt I was now able to steer things a little.

`A couple of years later, I started thinking about studying again. I viewed inter-

national relations as part of communications, which I had now specialized in, but others

in the Foreign Service might not think so and I might get transferred to the Ministry of

Information. I wanted a more specific qualification, I calculated the pros and cons of

various possibilities.'  This brought John to the Institute of Social Studies, and a di-

ploma programme there in international relations.

He found the substantive content of the course very useful, and liked sharing

experiences with classmates who were diplomats from other parts of the Third World,

including experiences with seniors (the `line' officials described by Gouldner): `You

know the problem in the Foreign Service everywhere -- a classmate of mine here from

the Caribbean told me that her experience is the same -- the seniors keep the best op-

portunities for themselves. For example, I was the desk officer for environmental issues

and sustainable development, and I did all the background work for our presentation at

the population conference in Cairo, but it was a senior who attended the conference.' 
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As Gouldner put it: `The New Class intelligentsia, then, feel a certain contempt for

their superiors: for they are not competent participants in the careful discourse con-

cerning which technical decisions are made' (ibid.).

Gouldner would place John among the intelligentsia, not among the intellectu-

als `whose interests are primarily critical, emancipatory, hermeneutic' (op. cit.: 48). He

goes on to say, however: `By comparison with line bureaucrats, the technical intelli-

gentsia of the New Class are veritable philosophers' (op. cit.: 52). John described an

earlier Permanent Secretary's philistine attitude to study leave: `He headed our Ministry

for a long time and he was anti-training and against further study. "We don't want any

professors working here, just people who can buckle down and do the job," he used to

say. Later on we had a new Permanent Secretary with whom I was able to negotiate

some study leave.'  At the end of the study period at the Institute, John said: `These six

months have been a good professional break, I have a motivation to start afresh, I'm

looking forward to my new assignment. I get impatient with the way things are done at

home, I want to go back and change things. I hope I'll be able to use what I've learned,

that work won't be frustrating after this.'

Yet Gouldner adds: `By comparison with the intellectuals, the intelligentsia

may seem idiots savants' (ibid.). Thus some of the `humanistic intellectuals' in our

sample -- notably Ingrid, Chen Li, Vern and Omar -- would have viewed John as of-

fering little for the political and intellectual future of the Third World, as one of the

cogs that kept the leviathan bureaucracies of the Third World running.

John was not atheoretical: `Our diploma is at the post-graduate level, it's not

purely academic, yet we still do theories in some depth. From time to time we need to

keep in touch with theory and history.'  He was prepared to teach at the national univer-

sity if some political upheaval cost him his job in the Foreign Service. Yet his priorities

were clear: `For me, I'm in mid-career, I already have a master's degree, I want a course

that can be of practical help in my career. Later on I would like to do more diploma

courses like this, which have a useful focus.'  He continued however: `I wanted a short,

focussed course, but not overly focussed because that might be disappointing, a strait-

jacket that would pin me down. We need freedom to wander around a little.'

Mary. We place Mary next to John here, although we have classified John as a

civil servant and Mary as an activist lawyer. We juxtapose them now because of simi-

larities in their approach to study at the Institute. Like John, Mary was interested in
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material that was of `practical relevance', in her case as a child-rights activist focussed

on the plight of street children. They had both enrolled in diploma programmes and not

for the longer master's degree. Mary and John (as we shall later see) were among those

of our protagonists who did not seriously consider doctoral research in later life. For

them -- even more so than for `technocrat' Terefe -- the main purpose of study was its

later application. Yet they both enjoyed courses that allowed them (in John's words) the

`freedom to wander around a little.'

`When I looked at the course outline,' Mary said, `I knew that I would get a

blend of skills and theory.'  In her case, however, there were additional attractions:

`We're exposed to radical discourse as well as to useful practical information.'  Radical

discourse would have been of limited use to John in a diplomatic career, but it was vital

to Mary's activism. When Mary spoke of future research, it was directed towards a

cause: `Here I've looked at the problem by reading related studies, at home I can ap-

proach the problem directly. I'll collect data for a research study, data on how many

working children, in what categories, and what are their reasons for doing this kind of

work. I can see what to do, approach NGOs.'

Had the coin of fate fallen differently, and Mary received the post-graduate di-

ploma in law that she had studied for in her own country, she might have been a legal

technician, working on foreclosure of mortgages and property law in the bank where

she had been an intern during her postgraduate study. Would she even so have been

struck by the number of children out of school and vending on the street, and have en-

gaged in activism on their behalf?.Such questions are difficult to answer. Certainly

when she did not receive the post-graduate diploma in consequence of university poli-

tics, as described earlier, the position she found of a junior lawyer in chambers was

more hospitable to activism than work in a bank:
I was confronted with human rights issues every day at home when people came
for advice. My research paper will be in the area of human rights, something
that will benefit society as a whole. I had this idea even before I came here, I'd
trained as a jurist but didn't know enough about the area. I'd never done a course
on human rights, though I'd thought about these things. It could be dangerous,
protesting violations of human rights, but a jurist's work involves risk,
advocating justice.

Mary had technical concerns in the practice of law, that her education at the In-

stitute was intended to address: `What I expected from my training here was to be in a

position where if in my office I am given a topic and asked to prepare a document, I

can perform adequately. Now that I can operate the computer, that's important for con
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fidential documents.'  Mary's technical concerns were, however, clearly circumscribed

by her political commitments. She planned to use both when after a few years she

opened her own chambers.

Danielle, too, had technical interests and political commitments. Political con-

cerns gained predominance in her final years at school, when a long period of dictator-

ship came to an end, and her earlier ideas about becoming an accountant evaporated: `I

wanted to become something that would be useful to the country, I thought of becom-

ing an economist.'

At university, Danielle `enjoyed studying economics. Theory gave me elements

with which I could understand reality, understand what I read in the newspaper, there

was a clear relation to what was happening around me. I learned a lot from economic

modelling. Perhaps our course was a little too theoretical, but I have no regrets. In a

way my involvement in politics was a means to apply the theory I learned.'  After uni-

versity, her political activity declined: `I felt more and more alienated from what was

going on. I felt that my party had moved too far to the right. I still haven't found a place

for myself in my country's politics.'

Economics however continued to give her satisfaction as she took up work in a

`think tank' on policy: `I enjoyed my work. My colleagues were good people and good

professionals, and I was working on topics of great interest. At first I worked on inter-

national trade, but then I found topics that interested me much more, topics that were

more related to ordinary people and how to improve living standards.'  Danielle began

to think about economic policies directed towards the political ends that continued to

be important to her. Now alienated from politics, she still saw great promise in eco-

nomics.

The limits of an education in general economics, however, soon became evident

to Danielle: `Now I was working on social policy, but I had never been trained in how

to develop policy, how to manage projects. I lacked some empirical things.'  Or -- to

use the terms of our discussion -- she lacked some technical skills. To remedy this, she

applied to the Institute: `I chose training that was more focussed than when I had been

at university. I knew that a place like the Institute wouldn't be purely academic, I could

do research on income maintenance policies in my country, capacity to protect living

standards of people, poverty alleviation and how to satisfy basic human needs. I've

found what I was looking for when I came here, tools for further work.'
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As we have seen, Danielle chose not a specialized course in economics but one

in `public policy and administration', where she sat side by side with civil servants --

people who would develop, implement and change policy. For her research paper, she

examined `theoretical and methodological issues and applications to social policy, us-

ing the existing studies on poverty and income inequality in my country.'  In the later

part of the academic year, she took a course offered by the economics programme. `I

found it a very good exercise. I learned more about the social accounting matrix, you

know, the adaptation of national accounting to social issues,' she reported, but also

gave the impression that she found it rather narrowly technical and she concluded -- `I

now feel no more nostalgia for economics!'  Speaking of the future, she said, `I'd like to

continue in the line of social policy, studying households, their survival strategies and

how social policy helps.'

When she had planned further study, Danielle had made an explicit choice of

the `useful' and `practical' over the `exciting' and `theoretical.'  (John's and Mary's focus

on the `relevant' and the `practical' had not involved this deliberate subordination of a

strong attraction to theory.)  Danielle's was a political choice. If for Antony and Sip,

economics had provided windows beyond the narrowly technological, for Danielle --

who unlike them had begun professional life as an economist -- the subject had opened

doorways that had led her to social policy.

Danielle would not have agreed with views that economics is mainly an instru-

ment of capitalism. According to her, economics should help forge policy instruments

that could -- and must -- change the world. She explicity rejected `tinkering with the

capitalist system' in her use of economics: `It is necessary to repair the damages of co-

lonialism and capitalism, but while doing this we must think about working towards an

alternative system. I don't think it's possible to solve problems within the present sys-

tem, to address inequality without addressing the source of inequality.'  For Ingrid,

Chen Li and Omar, an alternative system was to be brought about through protest

movements, but Danielle's early and intense political involvement had left her `scepti-

cal about possibilities for a change, about democracy as a social system -- I know that

democracy can be a bluff that doesn't change the world.'  For her, relevant and effective

policies were the means whereby the present capitalist system was to give way to one

that was fairer to poor people.

Yumiko. Like Danielle, Yumiko combined theoretical and practical interests.
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There was some overlap in the practical interests: Yumiko had come to the Institute to

study `some practical things, how to manage and evaluate projects, analyze problems,

find finance, use human resources.'  She had pressing reason for this -- `to earn my

livelihood.'  She was strongly interested in development studies but would have to give

up an established career as a teacher of the humanities if she were to follow these inter-

ests, and she therefore wanted to earn a living as a development practitioner.

Yumiko's and Danielle's theoretical interests could not on the surface have been

more different. Danielle concentrated on material issues in the study of poverty. Yu-

miko, however, was mainly concerned with the non-material and the intangible -- she

was interested in the relationship between `happiness' and `development.'  She was the

only one of our protagonists who focussed so high above material questions, and per-

haps her background in the humanities (also distinctive in our sample) was responsible

for this. She attributed this interest to her experience of travelling and studying in vari-

ous parts of the world: `In rich countries, there seemed to be more isolation and loneli-

ness, less happiness. In poorer countries, the life was less sophisticated, the tools were

old, so were the systems that the people there followed -- but people were happier

there, they were kind, they enjoyed life.'

Yumiko had long been interested in other countries. `Ever since I was young

and in school I'd wanted to see foreign countries, the USA and Europe -- I didn't think

about other Asian countries. At university, I studied for a four year bachelor's degree,

in American literature and English language, I chose these subjects because I was in-

terested in foreign countries. English is a world language, it's very common for people

in my country to study it, I just went along with the mainstream. I don't think that I

made a smart or mature choice. I didn't know what an English department was then. I

was interested in practical English but instead I had to study novels and poetry.'

She studied further, at home and abroad: `For the bachelor's degree, I did a

small dissertation on Willa Cather's "My Antonia."  For my master's, the professor sug-

gested that I work on the characters in John Steinbeck's novels. I began work as a lec-

turer in a women's college linked to a university. I liked the work environment and my

colleagues. I mostly taught practical English, plus one class in literature. I felt that my

ambition had ben fulfilled. I'd achieved a status that was considered very good for a

woman, I felt that I'd proven my abilities. I enjoyed teaching even after many years of

it. I also needed to do research, write papers, make presentations, but I found that I
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wasn't very motivated, I had to force myself, it was painful. I found the topics that I had

to work on so limiting -- not just John Steinbeck but the theories as well, post-

modernism, deconstructionism.'

Yumiko also travelled, now in Asia as well, visiting friends she had made dur-

ing study abroad. `I found out more about the problems in Asian countries and this

made me start thinking about development studies. I fell ill and needed an operation. I

think the cause was dissatisfaction with my life and my job. I was less and less inter-

ested in what I was doing. I now felt that I should do what I really wanted to. I looked

around for clues and I thought, study about development.'  She explored various possi-

bilities for study and finally applied to and was accepted at the Institute of Social

Studies (partly self-financed), for the master's programme on `local and regional devel-

opment': `It seemed general enough for me, a combination of the theoretical and the

practical, it wasn't narrow.'

At the end of the academic year, Yumiko reflected on her experience: `My

original motivation has actually been realized. Through the year I thought that I was

just keeping up with classes, in the first term, second term, third term... Recently I re-

viewed the whole year and realized that I could relate the different courses to each

other and see what I had learned. Of course it's only the basics of development, only

very basic tools, and I'll have to adapt what I've learned to the reality outside. At the

beginning of the year, I stood at the entrance to development studies -- now I've en-

tered, but only just. Now I have an overview of development studies.'

Yumiko had acquired some practical skills: `One of my specializations, on proj-

ect management, was useful for a future job. We were taught methods that could be ap-

plied later, tools rather than theory, it was practical and good.'  As a `humanistic intel-

lectual', however, she had not progressed much in understanding the relationship be-

tween `development' and `happiness' -- `What is happiness?.How do we balance mod-

ernization and happiness?  Is there more happiness in traditional or modern lifestyles?' -

- but this is a subject that development studies itself does not yet have much of a handle

on. Yumiko wondered whether she would now have to combine earlier learning in the

humanities with her recent education about development in order to answer this ques-

tion more adequately.

Omar. Terefe and Antony had built careers on their technical expertise. Vern

and Sip were more sceptical about techniques and technology, but used them in the
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service of their activist interests. Ingrid's political ideas had at the moment submerged

her technical training. John and Mary were not technologically trained, but valued

knowledge mainly for its applications, he in the civil service and she in legal activism.

Danielle had deliberately subordinated her theoretical interests to concentrate on ad-

dressing urgent issues of poverty. Yumiko wanted to explore difficult abstract ques-

tions about `development', but was currently engaged in acquiring skills that would find

her employment as a development practitioner.

Omar and Chen Li (the last two to be discussed here) were less oriented to

technology and skills, in their training as well as their life paths. They had received lit-

tle technical education, and had not sought skills in later life with which to render a

humanist education more practical (although Omar had made some effort in this direc-

tion by training and briefly practising as a social worker). They had been educated as

`humanist intellectuals' and they proposed to live and work as such -- for political rea-

sons.

To Omar, it did not matter that the master's programme he had enrolled in at the

Institute was not `skills-oriented' -- `I was looking for expansion of debate.'  Omar's

focus was on the theory and practice of `struggles around capitalism', stimulated

through growing up in North America as part of a family that had immigrated there

from a poorer country and that depended on manual work to earn a living. `I loved

learning but I hated school. It was part of growing up in that intolerant place, that small

town where people were culturally intolerant and didn't understand. I loved learning, I

consumed geography -- I had heard so much about my parents' country -- I was inter-

ested in political geography, though I didn't know about it then, interested in Muslim

countries and in cultural politics.

`College gave me my first encounter with political science, that was exciting. It

was also good to be in a bigger town with room for my own identity -- that environ-

ment provided broader perspectives and cosmopolitan possibilities. I made some

friends who came from elsewhere and were interested in discussion, the kind of people

who spent time in the library... that was new to me. I moved to a university in a big city

and enrolled for a BA in international relations. That seemed hybrid and interdiscipli-

nary, less of a monolithic construction than political science. The faculty in our pro-

gramme were right-leaning, so there were clashes in the classroom. The arguments we

had in the professors' offices were better. I was conscious of the division between the
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Right and the Left when I chose courses. By this time I knew what my focus was going

to be -- essentially inequality, but not necessarily class conflict.'

Omar was also becoming politically active in protest movements, as described

earlier. At the same time, he had to realize his underdeveloped potential: `The first two

years at university were a struggle, I wasn't as schooled and skilled as most of the oth-

ers, I did a lot of reading and writing, it was a catch-up game. In the third year my

grades shot up, and in the fourth year they shot up further. I'd finally learned how to

write a paper. But my overall grades were too low for graduate school. So I enrolled for

one more year at the university, for what was called "unclassified studies."  I loved that

year, with the pressure off, choosing optional subjects purely according to interest.

`I was interested in social work as well, and in that "unclassified" year I covered

various prerequisites for studying social work, for example statistics. I stayed another

year at the university, for a bachelor's degree in social work. Social work was "micro"',

while international relations had been "macro", but our social work programme had

something of an international focus, with ideas about international social policy and

international development. Studying social work was a way to get a sense of what

"doing" is about.

`When I graduated, I joined the governmnent as a social worker, on the bottom

rung. It was the first time I'd worked with middle class people, and I found it very de-

pressing to see how social control was exerted. I was in that job for a year and a half. I

couldn't do it for life, I couldn't go on taking children away from problem homes and

that sort of thing. But I had a chance to see what works and what doesn't work in social

policy, to look at the nature of the welfare state and its distributional policies. Even

now this experience comes back to me when I listen to "development debates" about

improving standards of living.

`I was still interested in struggles around capitalism. Even when I worked as a

social worker, I knew that I would go on to graduate work. The question was where?' 

Omar rejected his university because `the student polity seemed to me largely prag-

matic, skill-oriented, rightwing.'  On further thought he rejected North America `where

debates are narrow and there's this emphasis on "managing development". A historical

orientation is lacking, and for this I looked to Europe. I think you find more emphasis

on social theory in Europe than in the USA, apart from places like the New School of

Social Research in New York.'
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Omar hesitated between studying in Britain and the Institute of Social Studies

but decided on the latter, specifically on the master's programme in the `politics of al-

ternative development strategies': `I liked its emphasis on "resistance."'  He was self-

financed and stretched for cash, having already taken student loans for earlier study,

although the Institute waived tuition fees in his case. At the end of the year he re-

flected: `I took a conscious decision to be away from the USA, to get a sense of differ-

ent capitalisms and of different ways of seeing the world. Of course this can never be

fully achieved. Being here has helped me rethink alternatives. It's taken me beyond

polarization, beyond looking at the free market in terms of a dichotomy. My views are

more nuanced now. After being here, writing and thinking about European politics, it's

given me new perspectives on North American politics.

`Writing so much this year has taught me that things get done. Sometimes you

go back to something -- it's not regression, it's rediscovery, it's not something that was-

n't there before. When I first came here I didn't know much about development, I went

to the library and read, it was destabilizing, there was so much information -- plus the

contact with different cultures, plus the reflections on my own. I've learned something

here. Back home there was the sense that if something was wrong we had to get rid of

it, but here you see it as part of the struggle, you get away from the crass politics of

neo-liberalism. Instead there's a long term sense of process, it comes from study, from

different schools of thought -- where do I place myself?'

Omar planned to return to North America, to apply to universities there for

place on a Ph.D. programme and later a teaching position. But he also sought `in-

volvement in praxis other than teaching that has an influence in the world. I want to

write some things, on politics. I'm interested in transformation.'

Chen Li. Omar had some experience of `doing' within conventional political

structures, from his short period as a government social worker. Chen Li had however

in her adult life always remained outside conventional structures. She was similar to

Omar in having been born into a minority group within her country, a minority that felt

itself politically and economically discriminated against. Her parents found the money

to send her to school in Australia when she was sixteen years old, and then to the Uni-

versity of Sydney.

`They wanted me to follow a conventional profession, to become a doctor or a

dentist or a lawyer. They encouraged me to go into the science stream at school, even
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though my favourite subject was history. I was influenced by their ideas -- I had no

strong preference and they were supporting me. I took economics as a step towards ac-

countancy, and studied econometrics, economic history and government.'

Chen Li diverged widely from the path that her parents had so expensively

carved for her. They had arranged for her to live with an uncle in Australia: `In my fi-

nal year of school, I moved out of my uncle's house. He was upwardly mobile and a

tyrant.'  They had visualized a future for her in a lucrative profession, based in Austra-

lia or elsewhere in the First World. But Chen Li did not join one of the `professions'

and she returned to her country. These two developments were related. Ironically, the

First World university that her parents sent her to was where she was encouraged to

question and to resist – by peers from her part of the Third World.

`The University of Sydney was a completely different world from my earlier

experience. I moved to live in the inner city, I joined a Third World students' collective,

I was exposed to Third World politics and to feminism -- it was the formation of the

person I am now. I was mostly with other South East Asians, but we also tried to link to

Latin American students. It wouldn't have been the same if I had gone to university at

home, there would have been less student activism because of the legal prohibitions. In

my country, the educational system doesn't foster the asking of questions. Those who

come out of university there don't question authority.'

In Chen Li's story, too, economics played a double role. Her parents saw eco-

nomics as a road to the accountant's profession, but Chen Li found room for manoeu-

vre: `I moved towards political economy, but my parents still think that I studied

straight economics!  I was now interested in women in the Third World, I had new in-

tellectual needs. I studied for an honours degree in economic history, by now that was

my favourite subject. In the second year I was awarded the prize for the best woman

student. My main interest was in South East Asian history and my thesis was on the

history of Indian women plantation workers in my country.

`Before my final year at university, I returned home for a year, to see if I could

go back to live there. I got to know some local NGOs well. It was an exciting year,

meeting new people and learning new things, putting some of the theory I'd learned

into practice. That was a year in which national elections were held, and I worked for

the opposition candidate who was supported by the NGOs. All this gave a sense of exi-

gency and excitement that isn't always present in NGOs.
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`I then returned to Australia to finish my studies. By then I'd spent six years in

Australia -- it would have been easy to carry on there and continue studying. Ultimately

it was peer group pressure that took me back to my country, an invitation from an or-

ganization that I'd become involved with during my year back there. They needed peo-

ple, it was hard to get anyone to work in NGOs because of the low salaries.'

After a busy period of work, she came to the `women and development' pro-

gramme at the Institute (on a scholarship), to explore areas that she considered under-

researched: `I find that history and sexuality are not at the moment a priority in

women's movements. I hope that my research paper here will help put them on the

agenda. Those who do recognize the importance of women's history and sexuality don't

know how to deal with them.'

Chen Li reflected: `I have no regrets about coming here to study, I enjoy what

I'm doing, the time to learn, read, explore theories and debates -- there's no chance of

doing this at home. I'm exchanging ideas with people from all over the world, also

something that I couldn't do at home. My colleagues there are committed to what they

are doing but they have no time to explore theory. I enjoy the discussions in class.'  All

the same, she looked forward to returning home, to continue her activist work there.

We have placed Chen Li last, in our discussion of our protagonists as relatively

`technocratic' or `humanistically intellectual', implying that she was the closest to the

latter. Her background in economic history had involved a close study of `ideas and

symbols with regard to the social construction of society' (Galjart and Silva op. cit.: 7).

She appears the antithesis of `the principle that most of the problems of society can be

solved by scientific and technical means' and she strongly upheld addressing these

problems `through politics and political awareness' (ibid.).

It was instructive, however, to hear Chen Li speak about her study of research

methodology at the Institute: `It was great, it stimulated me to think about looking at

policy. Inspite of my background, I found the discussion of quantitative data more in-

teresting than the qualitative material, especially the different ways of looking at num-

bers. The course taught me how to read numbers when thinking about policy, and how

policy is affected by how you interpret data. I like the combination of quantitative and

qualitative methods. I was scared about the statistical computer programmes, I didn't

know how I would cope, but the exercises were structured in a way that everyone could

understand, now I'm more confident. We had about fifteen assignments.'
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Some things that Chen Li said suggested that she might shift from transforma-

tory politics to becoming an actor in conventional political structures, if an extremely

contentious actor: `As an activist, I might move into the area of research on policy,

there's so much to discuss about policies on women in my country. It's too important to

be left to "experts" who work within a man/woman framework and think that "gender"

equals "women."  Policy debates create an opportunity to express views. I'm a middle

class, university-educated woman, I should use my opportunities and abilities to effec-

tive ends. I've learned about the limits to activism and organizing, I can try something

else as well and see if that works better.'  She went on: `If I stay with the organization

that I work for, it will be as a volunteer. I enjoy the friends that I have there and the op-

portunities to pick their brains. Now I'd like to focus on research and policy, if not

through my present organization then some other way. I need to find people to work

with, like-minded people.'

8. CONCLUSION

We have used twelve autobiographical narratives to help us understand percep-

tions, self-perceptions and mutual perceptions across several continents, two genders

and various kinds of `developmental' work. Ways now have to be found to follow up

and test what is suggested here about different sub-groups of Third World intellectuals.

Our dozen narratives `do not of course add up to a single narrative, but they depend on,

and also in some ways express, unities of thought and consciousness' (Giddens op. cit.:

26). They provide what Giddens describes as a `collage effect' (ibid.) typical of the late

modern age.

Our sample contained intellectual activists and activist intellectuals, as well as

academicians who were keenly interested in policy and policy-makers who were keenly

interested in academics. (Only between `civil servants' and `activists' was there little

overlap.)  Polarization between categories was therefore weakened by the presence

within professional identities of some aspect of another professional identity. Most

professional identities were thus composite.

Similarly with the distinction made in the literature between technocrats and

humanist intellectuals (Gouldner 1979; Galjart and Silva 1995a). The life stories of

those in our sample showed that many who had received a technocratic education or

were engaged in technocratic work nonetheless manifested significant political, social
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and cultural sensitivity, if to varying degrees. On the other hand, those who had been

educated in the social sciences or the humanities and were now working in related

fields showed -- again to varying degrees -- considerable awareness of the need for

systematic application of suitable techniques.

This finding complements suggestions in the literature that the late 1990s and

beyond would witness less polarization and greater convergence between technocrats

and humanist intellectuals in the Third World (P. Silva 1995). We found among our

protagonists such a convergence not only between professional groups but within com-

posite professional selves. We accounted for this in terms of the ubiquitous nature of

politics in the Third World, its thorough permeation of life there, so that technocrats

deny it at their peril (literally). At the same time as the imperative for change is evi-

dent, academicians or activists who are serious about change have to address the issue

of how to make tranformatory politics operational. Policy – what technocracy focusses

on -- and politics (what inspires humanist intellectualism) are thus inseparable if Third

World realities are to be adequately addressed.

The multiple lines of thought and action that are implied here are illustrated by

the `science' of economics, identified along with engineering by Galjart and Silva (op.

cit.) as a guiding spirit of technocracy. None of our protagonists who had trained in

branches of engineering said anything about the field that could be construed as trans-

formatory. The case of economics was different. Those who had trained as engineers

described economics as a path out of narrow technocracy. At the same time, the multi-

vocal nature of economics was highlighted. Economics could speak in the voice of neo-

liberalism, but it could also speak in other voices, notably the voice of political econ-

omy, now in a post-Marxist framework. Notions of a `speech community' that shares a

technical discourse (Gouldner op. cit., Centano op. cit.) need therefore to be modified.

Also, those who took issue with neo-liberalism and the institutions that preach it had to

learn how to use neo-liberalism's own arguments against it. Some people from the

Third World, when deciding on where to study, seemed to view Europe as a more con-

ducive place to listen to the multiple voices of economics than the USA.

Pedagogy. The pedagogical implications of this study stem from our findings

about composite professional identities and their latent dimensions. Because schools of

development studies attempt to cater to multiple professional constituencies -- civil

servants, other development practitioners, academicians and activists -- a certain
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amount of cross-fertilization is possible, not only between these categories but within

composite selves. Interaction takes place between individuals and those from other

professional categories, and also between the various dimensions of a composite pro-

fessional self that includes the other within.

In Chen Li’s case a composite identity -- in which some stirrings of interest in

technical policy-making could be noted within a professional personality that had hith-

erto been largely oriented towards activist politics -- seemed to be the result of interac-

tion at the Institute with classmates from `policy-making backgrounds or conservative

NGOs'. It also seemed to be related to course material: exposure to quantitative meth-

ods through sensitive teaching, as well as a specialization on `women organizing for

change' where `we looked at the relationship between gender-based groups and the

state, talking about spaces to negotiate rather than complaining about oppression.' 

Thus when Chen Li graduated at the end of the academic year, she had become more of

a `composite personality' in terms of the technocrat/ humanist distinction than when she

had embarked on development studies at the beginning of the year.

Chen Li was identified in section 7 as the least composite of our protagonists

when it came to blending `technocracy' with `humanism' and `activism'. Most of the

others had arrived at the Institute as fairly composite professional identities, and many

had explicitly come in search of what they felt was under-represented in the `blend' --

Vern in the hope of a `comprehensive framework of ideas' with which to balance a

technical formal education, for example, or Yumiko in pursuit of skills that would help

her as a development practitioner and that had not been part of her earlier studies in the

humanities.

The lesson here for schools of development studies is the need to cater to latent

professional selves as well as to overt professional affiliation, i.e. to allow exposure not

only to `more of the same' but to the other, through a curriculum that juxtaposes both in

a stimulating way. This can be illustrated by Danielle's and Chen Li’s experience of a

methodology course that combined quantitive and qualitative approaches. We have al-

ready quoted Chen Li on the course: `It was great, it stimulated me to think about

looking at policy. In spite of my background, I found the discussion of quantitative data

more interesting than the qualitative material, especially the different ways of looking

at numbers. The course taught me how to read numbers when thinking about policy,

and how policy is affected by how you interpret data.'
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Danielle's background and interests were already strongly policy-oriented. Her

comment on the methodology course was: `I was unfamiliar with qualitative methods,

so I found that more interesting, and we were given very helpful tips and ideas. I had a

comparative advantage in quantitative methods but I wasn't bored in those classes,

some things there were also new.'  The course thus took Danielle further along paths

that she had already progressed in professionally, but also allowed her glimpses of new

vistas that she might not travel along immediately but might be able to link to some-

day.4

Other findings relate to the structure rather than the content of education. Our

twelve narratives depicted not only the life as lived in particular local settings, but re-

cent experiences after protagonists had been disembedded from these local settings for

further study within a global microcosm: `A person  may make use of diversity in order

to create a distinctive self-identity which positively incorporates elements from differ-

ent settings into an integrated narrative. Thus a cosmopolitan person is one precisely

who draws strength from being at home in a variety of contexts' (Giddens op. cit.: 190).

Such a global setting provided a useful environment for our protagonists to work fur-

ther on their individual attempts to bring about `harmonious human co-existence on the

global level' as well as `psychologically rewarding self-actualization on the personal

plane' (op. cit.: 223).

The self. Conversational interviews held during time away from the home set-

ting drew on reflective tendencies and processes of `becoming’ that were encouraged

by a period of study. And during this period, exposure to other kinds of involvement in

development work as exemplified by classmates and yearmates could stimulate both

manifest and latent professional identities. The perceptions of their future expressed by

our protagonists in the course of the interviews were the very opposite of carved in

stone. Such perceptions in fact had often shifted subtly or even altered substantially in

the months that elapsed between the first and second round of interviews. These twelve

lives -- and life stories -- represented `work in progress.'

`The reflexive project of the self,' Giddens reminds us, `which consists in the

sustaining of coherent, yet continuously revised, biographical narratives takes place in

the context of multiple choice...' (1991: 5, emphasis added). Ideas about the future ex

                                                
4 For a more extensive discussion of pedagogy at schools of development studies, see George 2001.
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pressed in the interviews were an example of `reflexively organized life-planning'

(ibid.),` a means of preparing a course of future actions mobilized in terms of the self's

biography' (op. cit.: 85).

For many of our protagonists, looking ahead, the future was what Giddens de-

scribes as `"open"': `there is much to be gained, but there is unexplored territory to be

charted, and new dangers to be courted' (op. cit.: 13), `in that mixture of opportunity

and risk characterisitc of the late modern order' (op. cit.: 180). Such protagonists exem-

plified the creativity described by Giddens as `a commitment that is a "leap into the un-

known", a hostage to fortune which implies a preparedness to embrace novel experi-

ences' (op. cit.: 41). `The more tradition loses its hold, and the more daily life is recon-

stituted in terms of the dialectical interplay of the local and the  global, the more indi-

viduals are forced to negotiate lifestyle choices among a diversity of options' (op. cit.:

5).

This paper has concerned itself with intellectuals from the Third World. What

about those from and in the First World? It is quite possible that some of the arguments

put forward here apply to them as well. The paper has after all emphasized overlap

between categories rather than tight divisions between them. It will be interesting if

discussions of Third World intellectuals can feed back into the discussions of First

World intellectuals from which  they originally drew.
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